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Adamair Indonesia as plastic in orange/red with logo+name in white on front side, smaller name+logo on back+ instructions in 7 languages in white in orange field,pointy base #  2

Adria Slovenia eu white paper,no name small logos one in blue, on rear horizontal airsichnessbag, strong serrated cut, flat base with CS, #  1

Adria Slovenia eu white paper with PE,name and logo large size, #  2

Adria Slovenia eu white paper, name + logo smaller,print on rear: vertical airsicknessbag #  3

Adria Slovenia eu blue glossy bag with name+logo in white bar, inform.in Slovenish on one and English on other side,flat base+CS,internet address in gussets #  5

Aegean Airlines Greece eu white gloosy paper, name+logo in blue+thin red line, number game, neutral rear, pointy base, left gusset producer+ numbers in blue oval,straight #  6

Aegean Airlines Greece eu white paper, on both sideslogo+name in blue +red line, 2grey waves, pointy base #  7

Aegean Airlines Greece eu blue+white paper bag with name+logo + star alliance member, identical on both sides, open gussets, straight cut #  9

Aer Lingus Ireland eu white, name+logo on front side,explanations on rear, ELAG on base 3,5 cm upside down #  4

AerLingus Ireland eu white glossy bag,, name+logo on front side, explanations in 4 langua.+4 pictogramms on rear, ELAG 3,0 cm upside down,vertical tab #  2

AerLingus Ireland eu white glossy bag,, name+logo on front side, explanations in 4 langua.+4 pictogramms on rear, ELAG 3,5 cm upside down,vertical tab #  3

AerLingus Ireland eu white paper bag,,name+logo on front side,  4 langua.+4 pictogramms on rear, on flat baseELAG 3,0cm up topside down,vertical tab #  5

Aero Lloyd Germany eu white glossy bag, star in gusset high, both sides name+ logo+instr.in 4lang. in blue +colour stripes,serr.cut,After use fold just in English+Germanblue star #  1

Aero Lloyd Germany eu white glossy bag,star in gusset low both sides name+ logo+instr.in 4lang. in blue +colour stripes,serr.cut,After use fold just in English+Germanblue star #  2

Aero Lloyd Germany eu white very glossy paper,both sides name+logo in red and blue, blue instruct.flat base,serrated cut, noproducer #  4

Aero Lloyd Germany eu design like Hecht 4 but white far less glossy paper, both sides,logo+name in blue+red,instruc.in blue, flat base, serrated cut,no producer #  5

Aero Lloyd Germany eu white very glossy paper,both sides name+logo in red and blue, blue instruct.flat base,serrated cut, noproducer #  6

Aero Lloyd Germany eu white glossy bag, both sides name+ logo+instr.in 4lang. in blue +coloured stripes,serrated cut,After use fold just in English,blue star #  8

Aero Mongolia Mongolia as white paper bag, blue logo with eagle in circle, name+ website address, identical on both sides, flat base, straight cut #  4

AeroContinente Peru am white plastic, logo+name in yellow,black+blue, telefon numbers, plain rearright corner in blue Lucero Import no # PUCALLPA #  2

Aeroflot Russia eu green-oliv paper with rubber stamp +logo with M+instr. in black, plain rear,straight cut, size 27,3x13,5 cm #  2

Aeroflot Russia eu white paper,blue name+logo in Russian,# 3 instr.in Russian+English,plain back, open gusset, pointy base, straight cut, size 11,5x24 #  5

Aeroflot Russia eu white paper,blue name+logo in Russian,# 3 instr.in Russian+English,plain back, open gusset, pointy base, straight cut, size 11,5x24 #  5

Aeroflot Russia eu white glossy paper,blue name+logo in Russian, instr.in Russian+English with smaller letters,plain back, open gusset, pointy base, straight cut #  7

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side small blue Russian name low right corner, on top white Airsickness bag in Russia too, pointy base # 10

Aeroflot Russia eu white glossy paper, lighter blue name+logo in Russian, instr.in Russian+English size 11,5x24 plain back, open gusset, pointy base, straight cut # 16

Aeroflot Russia eu white paper, logo+name in Russian in blue, instr.in English+Russian in larger letters,plain rear, pointy base,open guset11,4x14 # 21

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side small blue Russian name low right corner, on top white Hygienic package in Russia too, pointy base # 26

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side small blue Russian name+ logo skyteam low right corner, on top white Airsickness bag in Russia too, pointy base # 30

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side name+logo+skyteam, AIRSICKNESS, white clip on top # 34

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side small blue Russian name+ logo skyteam , on top white Airsikness bag in Russia too, pointy base # 38

Aeroflot Russia eu thin paper in different shadows of red, front side name+logo+skyteam, AIRSICKNESS, white clip on top, logo0,9cm, hammer logo just 1,0cm # 42

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white paper, blue name on front, plain rear, flat base, straight cut #   2

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white paper, blue logo on front side, vertical tab on back, flat base with small star in blue, serrated cut #  3

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white glossy bag, name in two lines+logo in blue, plain back  with vertcal tab,flat base,serrated cut, producer,in right gusset acs-logo # 13

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white glossy bag, blue logo in middle of front side +on flat base, plain rear with vertical tab, serrated cut,small star in gussets # 15

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white paper bag,blue logo on front+flat base, plain back with vertical tab, strong serrated cut, no producer # 25

Aerolineas Argentinas Argentina am white paper bag, on front low right corner Aerolineas+logo in blue below Argentinas in grey, plain back, flat base, serrated cut # 26

AeroMexico Mexico am white plastic,blue name+logo+instr.in 4 langua. on front, low right corner symbol fo ryc.2PAD,PF 53625719,white adh.tape, wave cutcm #  8

AeroSvit Ukraine eu white thin paper, blue logo+name in English+Ukraine on both sides, flat base,straight cut,vertical blue bar higher left corner, #  1

Air 2000 UK eu white, logo+ name on the bottom, 6 pictures with instructions on front, pointy bottom, #  1

Air 2000 UK eu white bag, multicolour logo+blue name on the bottom, 6 symbols with instructions on front, pointy base,straight cut,Thumbhole #  2

Air 2000 UK eu white glossy paper, name in red with golden shadow, red+golden line, plain rear , thumbhole, straight cut, pointy base #  4

Air Algerie Algeria af small,glossy white bag 29x10,5cm,both sides name in white on red bar+red logo, small CS on flat base with08+bigger Embag right,straight x

Air Asia Indonesia as white paper bag, at lower side name with com., identical on both sides,, open gussets,tear off strip, straight cut #  3

Air Asia Indonesia as white paper bag, at lower side name with com., identical on both sides,, open gussets,tear off strip, straight cut #  3
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Air Astana Kazakhstan as grey paper with name in blue+logo in gold +silver on front, pictogramm on rear #  1

Air Astana Kazakhstan as white paper, logo+name right corner below, instr.in blue in 3 languages,blue bar at top, lateral tab, straight cut, flat base, plain back #  2

Air Bagan Myanmar as white paper bag, name+logo in green+pink on front side, instr.in local letters in green on rear,straight cut,flat base,plastic bag inside #  2

Air Bagan Myanmar as green+white paper bag, name+logo on front 6 pictogramms on back, green tear off strip, flat base, serrated cut, vertical tab #  3

Air Berlin Germany eu white, name and logo in dark red on front side at the bottom, flat base with star on upper side #  1

Air Berlin Germany eu white bag with name with dot+logo in redbrown on front side, flat base with star on bottom #  2

Air Berlin Germany eu white paper bag, brownish logo+name on front side, flat base,producer  logo left gusset,flat base #  3

Air Berlin Germany eu white, logo, name and name of webside in dark red on front side,pointy base #  5

Air Berlin Germany eu white, glossy, name+airberlin.com+logo in  brown-red on front side, flat base with  star on upper side,serrated cut,vertical tab on plain back #  6

Air Berlin Germany eu white bag, deep red name with dot between Air+Berlin,logo a high in left gusset, straight cut, flat base,vertical tab #  7

Air Berlin Germany eu white, name in bold letters+ logo in brown-red on front side, flat base with  star on lower side,serrated cut,vertical tab on plain back #  8

Air Berlin Germany eu white glossy bag, brown-red larger name+logo on front side, flat base, producer ACS right gusset, serrated cut #  9

Air Berlin Germany eu white glossy bag, front side airberlin.com in red-brown, no logo, pointy base, straight cut, size 13x23,5 # 12

Air Berlin Germany eu white glossy bag, front side airberlin.com in red-brown, no logo, pointy base, straight cut, like# 12 but size 12x24 cm smaller # 14

Air Berlin Germany eu very glossy white bag, on front new logo+airberlin.com in red, plain back, pointy base, straight cut # 15

Air Berlin Germany eu glossy white bag, size 24x 12,1 cm, airberlin.com in bold letters # 16

Air Berlin Germany eu very glossy white bag, on front new logo+airberlin.com in red, plain back, pointy base, straight cut # 18

Air Berlin Germany eu very glossy white bag, on front new logo+airberlin.com in red but upside down, plain back, pointy base, straight cut Air Berlin 8,9 cm # 19

Air Berlin Germany eu glossy white paper bag with red printing, Danke . Und was stört Sie konkret, plain back, pointy base # 26

Air Berlin Germany eu glossy white paper bag with red printing, Danke . Und was stört Sie konkret, plain back, pointy base, size of logo 4,6 cm # 26

Air Busan Korea as deep blue paper bag, letters in white, name+logo on front, tear off strip, on back adhesive strip, #  1

Air Busan Korea as deep blue paper bag, letters in white, name+logo on front, +Chineseand Japanese instr., tear off strip, on back adhesive strip, #  2

Air Canada Canada am white, name and logo in red on both sides, wire at the top, on bottom number and star #  1

Air Canada Canada am white, name and logo in red on both sides, vertical tab,on flat base  PS 2051 high+ star low, ,serrated cut, #  2

Air Canada Canada am white paper with red name+logo on both sides, on flat base Gunter ACS, straight cut #  3

Air Canada Canada am blue, with white maple leaves, no name no logo, horizontal wire, winpack on flat base #  5

Air Canada Canada am white, name and logo in red on both sides, lateral tab, flat base with CS, on base PS 2051 high+ star low tip goes upward,serrated cut, #  8

Air Canada Canada am same as above, but on the bottom star above and number below, #= 4 mm #  9

Air Canada Canada am white paper, name+logo in red on both sides, on flat base Gunter.ACS, zig-zag cut # 10

Air Canada Canada am white paper, logo+name in red both sides, coversheet with star+number 6mm # 16

Air Canada Canada am white paper bag with red name+logo in the middle, identical on both sides, on flat base cs with red instructions+piktgram, lateral tab # 19

Air Canada Canada am white paper bag with red name+logo in the middle, identical on both sides, on flat base cs with red instr.+piktgram text 4,8 cm cm, lateral tab # 23

Air Caraibes Guateloupe am white glossy thin bag, name+logo at bottom of front side,pointy base, straight cut #  2

Air Caraibes Guateloupe am white paper thin bag, blue name+logo at bottom of front side,pointy base, straight cut, helios as producer left gusset #  3

Air China China as light pink, name and logo in blue and red on both sides,open on both side,adhesive tape back,producer both gussets #  1

Air China China as light pink, name and logo in blue and red on both sides,open just on one side,adhesive tape front, no producer #  2

Air China China as white,name and logo in blue on front side, in English: waterproof disposal bag, orange tear off strip, plain rear, logo 4,5 cm #  5

Air China China as paper bag,modern,very light blue, logo in red+name in blue both sides, sticky peel off strip on back,pointy base,2 symbols in gussets # 11

Air China China as white,name+ logo in blue on front side, in English: waterproof disposal bag, red/white tear off strip,design as #5, flat base, plain back # 12

Air China China as white,name+ logo in blue on front side, in English: in larger letters waterproof disposal bag, deep red-white tear off strip, plain rear,flat base # 16

Air China China as white paper with name+logo+inst.in blue on front side, red+white tear off tab 8cm in width,on back fold, no producer # 17

Air China China as white paper bag, on front red logo+ blue name. Small arrow for tear off strip, plain back, flat base, no producer, straight cut # 19

Air China China as white,name+ logo in blue on front side, in English: waterproof disposal bag, tear of strip+ small arrow, plain rear,flat base,better printing # 21

Air China China as glossy, logo in red+name in blue both sides, open on both sides,adhesive tape front, producer both gussets, pointy base # 23

Air China China as paper bag,modern,light pink, logo in red+name in blue both sides, sticky peel off strip on front,pointy base,2 symbols in gussets # 23

Air China China as paper, logo in red+name in blue both sides, open on both sides,adhesive tape front, producer both gussets, pointy base # 23a

Air China China as paper bag,modern,light pink, logo in red+name in blue+red open on both sides, tear off strip but instr.in the middle just in Chinese letters # 38

Air China China as white paper bag blue name+red logo, line with blue air+red China, blue tear off strip with open, idendical on both sides, pointy base # 42

Air China China as white paper bag blue name+red logo, line with blue air+red China, blue tear off strip with open, other Chinese characters,pointy base # 44

Air China China as white very glossy bag with Air in blue+China in red, in bold letters, tear off strip with info 2,8 cm cm, open gussets, no producer # 59

Air China China as white paper bag, , name+red logo low right corner,identical on both sides, blue tear off strip, pointy base, A in right gusset, adhesive tape on back # 61A



Air China China as light blue paper bag blue name+red logo, line with blue air+red China, blue tear off strip with open adhesive tape on back, identical on both sides, pointy base x

Air Comet Spain eu very glossy white bag, name in black and light green on front side, plain back, pointy base, straight cut #  1

Air Corsica France eu glossy white paper bag, on front high name+logo in blue, plain back with vertical tab, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Air Dolomiti Italy eu light blue, name, logo and prinzing"Partner of Lufthansa" on both sides,star in gusset #  1

Air Dolomiti Italy eu light blue, name, logo and prinzing"Partner of Lufthansa" on both sides, www.maltoninflight.com in gussets #  2

Air Dolomiti Italy eu white glossy bag,both sides green logo+black name+deep green left low corner,flat base,serrated cut #  6

Air Dolomiti Italy eu light blue with green brush with name+logo on both sides and on flat base, serrated cut #  7

Air Dolomiti Italy eu blue paper bag, name+web addres on both sides, on front white hand with thumb up+instr.in English+Italien, on back black hand with no, flatbase, #  8

Air Dolomiti Italy eu white paper, colourful autumn leaves, with website, identical on both sides, light blue flat base and gussets in the same colour, serrated cut #  9

Air Dolomiti Italy eu larger white paper, colourful autumn leaves, with website, identical on both sides,flat base in green-blue and gussets in the same colour, serrated cut # 10

Air Europa Spain eu white paper, blue name +4 lines on both sides, blue star in both gussets,pointy base, straight cut #  1

Air Europa Spain eu white paper,name+instr.in brown on front side,flat base with coversheet, straight cut, prod.right gusset #  4

Air Europa Spain eu white paper with small name in red+logo in blue on both sides, former UK carrier ,pointy base #  5

Air Europa Spain eu white glossy paper,at bottom small name in red+logo in blue on both sides upside down, pointy base,straight cut, #  7

Air Europa Spain eu glossy white paper bag, on front name+logo+skyteam+LFP- Logo in blue, upside down, plain back, pointy base, straight cut #  9

Air Europa Spain eu glossy white paper bag, on front name+logo+skyteam+LFP- Logo in blue, upside down, plain back, pointy base, straight cut #  9

Air Europa UK eu white, black name, instr. in red in one line,pointy base, straight cut  like air europe Hecht 5, but europa,Skybag in right gusset #  6

Air Europe Italy eu white glossy bag, name with 4 lines in brown on front side, pointy base, in left gusset producer Colombo, strong serrated cut #  6

Air Europe Italy eu white glossy bag, name with 4 lines in brown on front side, pointy base, no producer, straight cut #  9

Air Florida USA am stiff white paper,name in green+blue on one side, same coloured logos on other side, flat base #  1

Air Force Aviation China China as white paper, blue print  with logo in red+blue on front, on back 8 large Chinese letters, open gussets, tear off strip #  1

Air France France eu white,name + logo in blue+ red in upper middle on both sides,zig-zag at base down, number on flat base #  2

Air France France eu very glossy white ba, on both sides on top in the middle name+logo in blue only, on flat base #in blue, serrated cut #  4

Air France France eu white paper, logo+name right upper corner, number on flat base, serrated cut, vertical wire #  5

Air France France eu white glossy paper, name+logo upper right corner, vertical wire, flat base with # #  6

Air France France eu glossy white paper bag, AIRFRANCE in blue with red colour at the and of the word, identical on both sides, on flat base AF05.184 # 20

Air Holland Netherlands eu white paper with black instructions and name+logo in black, blue,orange v. Küng #  1

Air India India as white glossy with lots of green flowers on both sides, name+logo on front side, lateral wire, flat base+CS, in gusset 9122-25672627 #  6

Air India India as paper bag,front red with name+logo, rear plain, gussets yellow, lateral tab # 15

Air India India as glossy paper bag,front red with name+logo without yellow, rear plain with adhesive tape ,dist.white field to Air 13,3 cm # 24

Air India India as red paper bag, ASB = 7,2 cm, plain white back and flat base with white cover sheet, strong serrated cut, lateral tab, no producer # 28

Air India Express India as paper bag, on front deep red with name+logo name, ASB 6,7 cm, on back plain white, flat base with cover sheet,lateral tab, strong serrated cut #  2

Air Inter France eu white glossy paper with horizontal Air Inter logos in grey, flat base with Morquin.Muguet et Cie.straight cut #  4

Air Italy Italy eu white paper bag, name in grey middle of front side,pointy base, left gusset smaller producer logo M, straight cut #  4

Air KBZ Myanmar as paper bag with blue and yellow name+logo on front, on back 6 pictgrams+small star, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Air Lanka Sri Lanka as white paper, on front side green rectangle, logo+name in white, flat base ELAG 3 cm up, topside down,serrated cut #  1

Air Littoral France eu white paper, blue name and yellow, red and blue logo on both sides, flat base #  1

Air Macau Macau as grey paper bag, name+logo in brown on both sides, pointy base, tear off tab, on back peel off strip #  3

Air Madagascar Madagascar af white paper with name+logo in black on front side, plain back, flat base, vertical tab #  5

Air Maldives Maldives as plastic, blue name+logo on both sides, seat occupied on front side, adhesive tape #  1

Air Malta Malta eu white paper, logo+name in red both sides, name of ELAG 3,5 cm long #  1

Air Malta Malta eu white paper, logo+name in red with 3 blue lines on both sides on flat base  ELAG 3cm up, topside down #  2

Air Malta Malta eu white glossy paper, logo+name in red with 3 blue lines on front side,point base, thumbhole,straight cut #  3

Air Malta Malta eu white glossy paper,name in blue+red, tail of plane with logo in blue+red on front side,flat base with CS,straight cut, no producer #  4

Air Malta Malta eu white glossy paper,name in blue+red, tail of plane with logo in blue+red on front side,flat base with CS,straight cut,prod.acs right gusset #  7

Air Malta Malta eu white paper bag, red name+blue+red logo+bluewww.airmalta.com identical on both sides flat base with red Elag, serrated cut # 13

Air Malta Malta eu white glossy paper bag, red name+blue+red logo+bluewww.airmalta.com, pointy base, plain back, straight cut # 15

Air Mandalay Myanmar as white, logo in yellow and name in red-brown on front side, 25x12,5cm #  1

Air Mauritius Mauritius af white, name and logo in red on both sides on the top, flat base,basic in gussets #  1

Air Mauritius Mauritius af white paper, red name+logo+"Non stop caring" on front, on rear instr. 7 languages,flat base, red stra in gussets,serrated cut #  2

Air Mauritius Mauritius af white glossy bag,name+logo in red on front side,pointy base, Helios in right gusset low #  7



Air Mekong Vietnam as green-blue paper bag withwhite + red letters +logo on front, on back instr.how to close, open gussets, with prod in right gusset #  1

Air Nauru Nauru as blue paper bag, name+instr.in white on both sides, vertical tab,straight cut,flat base,Prod. Air Supply # 1

Air New Zealand New Zealand as white thin glossy paper,on front name +logo in blue in vertical way, back side advertisment with AVOMINE, pointy base,straight cut #  1

Air New Zealand New Zealand as white glossy paper, 4 pictograms in green, one side with info+advertism.Avomine, pointy base,straight cut #  2

Air New Zealand New Zealand as white, blue/green symbols, name and logo on front side, instructions on rear #  3

Air New Zealand New Zealand as glossy paper bag with erbrechen in 8 languages, plain back, in open gussets producer Australien Packaging # 12

Air New Zealand New Zealand as glossy paper bag with erbrechen in 8 languages in blue, plain back, in open gussets producer Australien Packaging,smaller size 25,5x15 # 13

Air Niugini Papua New Guineaas White glossy paper, name in brown, logo in red +brown on one sides, plain back with brown bar,pointy base, taller size 25,3x12 cm #  3

Air Nostrum - Iberia RegionalSpain eu white paper with blue name+logo on both sides, inst.in 6 languages, flat base, serrated cut #  2

Air Nostrum - Iberia RegionalSpain eu white gloosy paper, name, logo and instructions on both sides por Air Nostrum in 6 languages #  3

Air Nostrum - Iberia RegionalSpain eu white paper with blue name+logo on both sides, inst.in 6 languages, flat base, serrated cut,helios on flat base #  4

Air One Italy eu white tall glossy bag,8 cm  long yellow bar with airsicknessbag+name+logo in blue+orange, pointy base, producer left gusset, straight cut #  3

Air One Italy eu white tall glossy bag,8 cm  long orange bar with airsicknessbag+name+logo in blue+orange, pointy base, producer left gusset, straight cut #  4

Air Pacific Fidji as white paper with name+logo+instructions in blue on front side, pointy base #  1

Air Plus Comet Spain eu same as other bag but far more gloosy paper #  2

Air Plus Comet Spain eu same as other bag even more more gloosier paper #  3

Air Sahara India as white paper bag covered with small logos, on front air sickness bag + name, lateral tab, flat base with cover sheet, straight cut #  1

Air Seychelles Seychelles af white paper with name+logo in light blue on both sides, different instr. on base #  3

Air Tahiti Tahiti as white glossy bag, name+logo in red on front side, prod.Franpap in gusset,pointy base #  1

Air Tahiti Nui Tahiti as white glossy bag, on front side name+logo+instr. in blue, tear off strip, plain back, open guset,pointy base,straight cut #  1

Air Tahiti Nui Tahiti as white paper bag, name+logo+instr. in blue, name is underlined, identical on both sides, tear off strip,open guset,,straight cut #  3

Air Tahiti Nui Tahiti as white paper bag, name+logo+instr. in blue, name is underlined, identical on both sides, tear off strip,open guset,,straight cut, no blue bar #  5

Air Transat Canada am white paper,blue logo with red a on front side, plain back,flat base, vertical tab, serrated cut, logo a in left gusset #  1

Air Transat Canada am white paper,on both sides name,logo in blue+instruct in 2 languages, flat base withblow star below, vertical bar, serrated cut #  4

Air Transat Canada am white bag,name+instr.in blue withred a,plain back with vertical tab,prod.@ in left gusset,straight cut #  5

Air Transat Canada am white glossy  paper,on both sides name,logo+instruct.in blue like Hecht #4 del'air, star on flat base with other fald , stong serrated cut, #  6

Air Transat Canada am white glossy  paper,on both sides name,logo+instruct.in blue like Hecht #4,no producer, flat base,stong serrated cut, #  7

Air UK UK eu white bag with pointy base, blue rectangle with Union Jack and name on front #  1

Air UK UK eu white glossy paper +red+blue Union Jack+name underlined with 2 lines in different blues, size 15,3x25,4 cm, pointy base #  6

Air UK Leisure UK eu white bag, name with flag in blue+red on both sides, flat base, stars in gussets #  1

Air Ukraine Ukraine eu white glossy bag, logo+name in blue+yellow on both sides, blue stars in gussets, flat base, zig-zag cut #  1

Air Via Bulgarian Airways Bulgaria eu white paper, green name on top on both sides, inform in gussets, flat base coversheet #   3

Air Via Bulgarian Airways Bulgaria eu lighter pink+white bag,on both sides green VIA+pinksize 14,x24,5cm,flat base,in one gusset in pink Made in Bulgaria by Evro Packet #  1

Air Via Bulgarian Airways Bulgaria eu half pink+white bag, name in green both sides, flat base, 22,7x14, no producer in gussets #  4

Air Via Bulgarian Airways Bulgaria eu white paper, green name + logo+Spuckbeutel in 4 languages on both sides, flat base+CS, prod. Sylvi-star #  6

Air Via Bulgarian Airways Bulgaria eu pink+white bag,on both sides green VIA+pinksize 14,x24,5cm,flat base,in one gusset in green Made in Bulgaria by Evro Packet # 10

Air Zimbabwe Zimbabwe af white, name+instructions in black, logo in yellow on both sides,vertical tab, serrated cut, but no producer in gussets #  2

Air Zimbabwe Zimbabwe af white glossy, name+instructions in black, logo in yellow on both sides,flat base, black star mid of gussets, serrated cut cut #  5

airphilexpress Philippines as white paper bag, name+logo in red, identical on both sides, on front long vertical tab, flat base with cover sheet #  2

Airtours UK eu white glossy bag, identical on both sides with light blue name +small red aeroplane+instr.in black, flat base, blue star in gussets,serrated cut #  1

Airtours International UK eu white bag with pointy base, name+instr. On front side, thumbhole, producer logo in right gusset, size 15x25,5 cm #  6

Airtours International UK eu white bag with pointy base, name+instructions on front side, 18x24,5 cm #  7

Airtours International UK eu white paper bag, name+inst. on front side, pointy base, size 15,5x25,5 cm, thumbhole, size as hecht #6, arrow right gusset # 11

AlfaAirlines Turkey as blue bag, name in blue in a white bar in the midle, instr.in white, star on coversheet #  1

Alia Jordan as white glossy paper, name+logo in purple on both sides, flat base with Elag, #  1

Alitalia Italy eu name+logo in green on both sides, blue Xamamina on base, Bracco up #  1

Alitalia Italy eu white  paper,brown stripe with 3 white A's on both sides,printing of instruction is indistinct #  2

Alitalia Italy eu white glossy bag, green logo, small arrow on one side,flat base:Xamamina Bracco on one side #  3

Alitalia Italy eu white, sticker withXamamina- advertisment on flat base, rubber stamp AZ 64706260 #  4

Alitalia Italy eu same as above but 23 mm longer, contro mal... Not underlined #  5

Alitalia Italy eu white bag with clear blue print #AZ64706260, flat base Travelgum contro mal u.s.w #  7



Alitalia Italy eu same as above but glossy paper,but printing of instruction is sharp #  8

Alitalia Italy eu white paper, green logo and name on both sides, blue bottom with Xamamina, # 11

Alitalia Italy eu white paper, glossy cover sheet with Travelgum. Contro mal not underlined, size 14x25,5 cm, # 14

Alitalia Italy eu white  glossy bag,brown stripe with 3 white A's 19 mm high, on both sides,printing of instruction is indistinct # 20

Alitalia Italy eu white glossy paper bag, green+red logo in middle of boths sides+name+skyteam logo on bottom of front side, blue advert.on flat base # 22

Alitalia Italy eu whiteglossy bag with green and smaller red square, Air One and Alitalia in green square, on back logo Alitalia, flat base no adver.there # 28

AMC Airlines Egypt af blue, on front name+logo in red, rear instruct. In white, vertical wire #  1

American Airlines USA am white stiff paper usable as photo bag, name+logo in blue+red both sides, lateral tab, no producer,Kodacolor Film developing #  1

American Airlines USA am stiff white bag,horiz.wire, on front side name in red+blue,blue eagle,thumbh, flat base #  3

American Airlines USA am stiff white bag,horiz.wire, on front side name in red+blue,blue eagle,thumbh, flat base #  3

Amiri Flight Qatar as white paper with brown+golden print, plain in brown+namein low brown field, identical on both sides, flat base, verztcal tab on back #  1

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as blue with straight arrow, ANA plus small name on both sides, flat base, tear off stripe #  1

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as glossy blue, logo+ name+bowed arrow in white on both sides, falt at flat base down #  3

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as blue paper, just ANA on right bottom, straight arrow, flat base with small # 01/04 or other dates #  4-1

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as blue paper, just ANA, straight arrow on top, but on flat base symbol for recycling #  6

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as grey-brown paper with white name ANA+logo+white squares on both sides,inst.on flat base, serrated cut, no tab #  9

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as black paper bag with fine white vertical lines, identical on both sides, open gussets, white tear off strip,pointy base, right gusset recy.logo # 14

ANA All Nippon Airways Japan as black paper bag with fine white vertical lines, identical on both sides, open gussets, white tear off strip,pointy base, right gusset recy.logo # 20

AnadoluJet Turkey as white paper bag on front name in red+blue, plain back with blue bar, open gussets, tear off strip, prod. SZIC in right gusset #  2

AOM France eu grey, name+logo in white low right corner, identical on both sides, grey staer in gussets, flat base, serrated cut #  2

Asian Wings Airways Myanmar as white paper bag, on front bird with stars, name in red,on back 6 pictograms,open gussets with red information, tear off strip, straight cut #  4

Asiana Airlines Korea as white+blue, on front side white name+logo in blue field, tear off to open, stricky strip #  2

Asiana Airlines Korea as brown glossy bag, instr.in white on front,on back adhesive tape, in open gussets name+logo in brown, on front sticker with infos #  8

Asiana Airlines Korea as brown glossy bag, instr.in white on front,on back adhesive tape, in open gussets name+logo in brown, no sticker but new infos #  9

Asiana Airlines Korea as brown glossy bag, instr.in white on front,on back adhesive tape, in open gussets name+logo in brown, no sticker but new infos x

Asiana Airlines Korea as white and blue, name and logo on front side #  1

Asiana Airlines Korea as glossy grey+white bag, white name+logo left low corner, grey tear off strip starts in Korean, open gusset, straight cut, on back instr.+adhesive tape #  4

Asiana Airlines Korea as glossy grey+white bag, white name+logo left low corner, grey tear off strip starts in Englisch, open gusset, straight cut, on back instr.+adhesive tape #  6

ATA Airline Iran as white plastic bag with irregular surface, on front red logo+name in blue in English and Farsi vertical tab on front, blue bar low left corner with 1, #  1

Austrian Austria eu orange/red glossy bag, name+logo in white on front side, flat base with white coversheet Abfall 2,6 cm #  9

Austrian Austria eu red, logo and name in white, without wire at the top, white coversheet, straight cut #  8

Austrian Airlines Austria eu white bag, red logo+name below+ left side Abfall in 3 languages on both sides , lateral tap, straight cut #  2

Austrian Airlines Austria eu white, logo+name in black and red on top,Abfall,Waste, Dechets on both sides, wire at the top #  3

Austrian Airlines Austria eu white bag, black name+red logo+abfall in red in 3 languages on both sides, lateral tab, flat base+CS, serrated cut #  7

Austrian Airlines AG Austria eu glossy white paper, on front Abfall Waste in red, small name Austrian Airlines AG, plain back, pointy base, straight cut #  1

Austrian Airlines AG Austria eu  whiteglossy  paper, on front Abfall Waste in red, small name Austrian Airlines AG, plain back, pointy base, straight cut, distance 13,3cm # 14

Austrian Airlines AG Austria eu  whiteglossy  paper, on front Abfall Waste in red, small name Austrian Airlines AG, plain back, pointy base, straight cut, distance 13,3cm # 14

Austrian Airlines Group Austria eu Austrian Airlines Group + logo #  4

Aviaco Spain eu white, small logo in blue on left upper side on front ,flat base+white CS, logo of prod.in right gusset, straight cut #  8

Aviacsa Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+instructions in blue front side,design like#8but small pine treeat bottom, straight cut #  9

Aviacsa Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+instructions in blue front side,design like#8but blue bar+star left low corner, straight cut # 10

Aviacsa Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+instructions in blue front side,design like#2but line to name=15,8cm not 20cm, width 12,9cm,straight cut # 11

Aviacsa Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+instructions in blue front side,design like#2but line to name=15,8cm not 20cm, width 14cm,straight cut x

Avianca Colombia am white paper,on both sides name and bars in brown, flat base serrated cut #  1

Avianca Colombia am glossy thin paper bag, name+logo in red, plain rear but red square on bottom, open gusset, straight cut, no producer #  6

Avianca Colombia am glossy thin paper bag, name Awith wave+logo in red, plain rear but no red square on bottom, open gusset, straight cut, no producer # 12

Avianca Colombia am white plastic bag with pull stings, on front red lines+red bame, instructions in black, black bar low left corner # 15

Avianca Colombia am glossy thin paper bag, name+logo in red, rear with 1C.C.0308, open gusset, straight cut,  design bagh#7 # 17

AZAL Azerbaijan Airlines Azerbaijan as grey glossy bag, logo in circle in right upper corner of both sides, flat base, producer ISP in right gusset, serrated cut #  3

BALAIR Switzerland eu white paper bag,both sides red Balair in right low corner, yellow gussets, flat base with Elag 3,5 cm 3 lines, vertical tab, serrated cut #  3

Balair CTA Switzerland eu photo bag with name balaircta in one word on left hand side of the flag, same on flat base #  3



Balkan Bulgarian Airlines Bulgaria eu white, small name+logo right side on top and in gussets, flat base with coversheet,straight cut #  2

Balkan Bulgarian Airlines Bulgaria eu darkgreen+white bag, logo+name in red+green, logo above name in white area on both sides, plastic bag inside, flat base #  5

Balkan Bulgarian Airlines Bulgaria eu green+white, name in red, green+red stripes, as Hecht 9 but dim. 14x25,5 cm #  9

Balkan Bulgarian Airlines Bulgaria eu white thin glossy bag, pointy base, on bottom name in grey, inform in grey both sides # 15

Bangkok Airways Thailand as stiff white large bag with blue+red name+logo both sides, adhesive tap + thumbhole, size 18,7x27,3 cm #  1

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white paper with blue,red yellow logo on both sides, straight cut #  2

Bangkok Airways Thailand as plastic, half dark+half light blue, with dark blue name+logo on both sides, drawstrings, size  24,5x 17cm, #  3

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white paper with blue,red yellow logo on both sides, zig-zag cut #  4

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white glossy bag, name+logo in blue+red+gold in middle +many grey small name+logos on both sides, info about bonus on flat base,zig zag #  5

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white glossy bag, blue name+logo+waves on both sides, on flat base internet address, tear off strip, serrated cut, vertical tab on  back #  6

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white glossy paper with blue bear with globe on front, flat base with website address, vertical tab on back #  7

Bangkok Airways Thailand as paper bag with different shades of blue, name+logo in white, identical on both sides, flat base with website, vertical tab #  8

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white paper bag, blue print with name+logo high right corer, identical on both sides, on flat base flyerbonus+web- address not upside down # 10

Bangkok Airways Thailand as white paper bag, blue print with name+logo high right corer, identical on both sides, on flat base flyerbonus+web- address # 10a

Beijing Capital Airlines China as white glossy paper bag like red HNA but named Capital Airlines+logo in low right corner, red tear off tab, on back red bar with letters, open gussets,with logo left #  2

Berjaya Malaysia as deep blue paper bag, white name+logo on both sides, on back also instruct.+vertical tab, flat base, straight cut #  1

BH Air Bulgaria eu glossy bag with clouds+name+logo in blue, inform in red bar, flat base coversheet #  1

BH Air Bulgaria eu white glossy paper back, blue logo+name on front, plain back, flat base, serrated cut #  7

BIMAN Bangladesh AirlinesBangladesh as brown+black on both sides, red logo, name+instructions in black on front side #  3

BIMAN Bangladesh AirlinesBangladesh as white paper bag with printing of name+instr.in green plus red logo, larger size than #9, open gussets, no prod. No Vertical tab, green + red circle in gusset # 11

Binter Canarias Spain eu white glossy paper, green+ light green name+logo, instructions green, both sides, flat base,serrated cut, #  5

Blue Air Romania eu white large paper bag, name+logo+web address on both sides in blue, smart flying,  straight cut, pointy base #  4

Blue Air Romania eu glossy paper, blue printing with get well soon+smiley on front,like # 7  but picture more to the middle on back name +logo, pointy base #  8

Blue Line France eu white bag, name in blue onfront sides, open gussets, straight cut,plain back #  2

Blue Panorama Airlines Italy eu white plastic bag, name+logo+instr. In blue on both sides, in one gusset Arti Grafiche Alpine,wave cut #  5

Blue Panorama Airlines Italy eu very glossy blue+white paper bag, many small logos+name+instr.in a whiet field, identical on both sides, instr.on flat base, serrated cut # 10

Blue Wings AG Germany eu white paper bag,name+logo in blue on both sides, flat base,serrated cut #  1

Blue Wings AG Germany eu white paper bag, plain on both sides, flat base with name+logo in blue,serrated cut #  2

BMI British Midland InternationalUK eu white, blue "bmi" lower left side on one side, zig zag cut #  4

BMI British Midland InternationalUK eu glossy white paper bag, on front low left bmi in blue, special folded flat base, plain back, strong serrated cut #  6

BMI British Midland InternationalUK eu glossy white paper bag, on front low left bmi in blue, special folded flat base, plain back, strong serrated cut,blue bar on flat base #  6 b

BMI British Midland InternationalUK eu very glossy  paper bag, light blue logo+name on lower part of the bag, identical on both sides, flat base, strong serrated cut #  7

BOAC UK eu stiff glossy bag in green+white, name+logo both sides in blue field, flat base with CS, horizontal wire #  1

BRA Brazil am white plastic bag with string pull, name in blue+ yellow on front side, A of name 3,1 cm larger than other bag, blue bar #  1

BRA Brazil am white plastic bag with string pull, name in blue+ yellow on front side x

BRA Brazil am white plastic bag with string pull, name in blue+ yellow on front side, A of name 3,1 cm larger than other bag, blue bar x

Braathens Norway eu blue bag, logo+name in white red underlined, no thumbhole, pointy base with manufact. Duni Stenqist with curved S stars over Duni #  1

Braathens Norway eu blue bag, logo+name in white red underlined, thumbhole, pointy base with manufact. Duni Stenqist with curved S #  4

Braathens SAFE Norway eu white paper, on front side name+instr.in red+blue, on rear XO game, pointy base with producer S for Stenqvist +  Duni, no number,thumbhole #  5

Braathens SAFE Norway eu white glossy bag, name in blue +norv.flag,instr.in red+blue, XO on rear, size 28x15 cm, pointy base, prod.Stenqvist Duni 248 #  7

Braniff USA am stiff white paper, on front side big beige area,name in right lowcorner plain rear,horiz.wire #  4

Britannia UK eu white paper with 8 lighter blue stripes, name +logo on the bottom in a blue bar, plain rear,thumbhole #  1

Britannia UK eu white paper, logo+name in blue, plain rear, with thumbhole #  2

Britannia UK eu white paper bag with pointy base, name+logo in blue, without thumbhole,straight cut #  3

Britannia UK eu white paper with 8 blue stripes, name +logo on the bottom in a blue bar, plain rear,thumbhole #  7

Britannia Airways UK eu white glossy paper, name+logo in red+blue, infos in red, plain rear, pointy base #  4

Britannia Airways UK eu white glossy paper, name+logo in dark red+dark blue, infos in red, plain rear, pointy base, design as #4 but size 28x15,2 cm x

Britannia Airways UK eu white glossy paper, name+logo in dark red+light blue, infos in red, plain rear, pointy base, design as #4 but size 28x15,2 cm x

Britannia Nordic UK eu white paper bag, red smilie like TUI logo in middle of both sides, open gussets, in right gusset producer UPMarket, straight cut #  1

British Airways UK eu smaller bags than above, logo and name at the bottom,french text:Ce sac est a votre #  1

British Airways UK eu smaller bags than above, logo and name at the bottom,french text:Sac a dechets etanche #  2



British Airways UK eu blue, small logo on rear, big letters WASTE #  3

British Airways UK eu white and blue, name and logo in blue, instructions in red in different languages, in right gusset DRG +EB 1140 #  4

British Airways UK eu white, grey stripes on both sides, pictures on on side, instructions on the rear,straight cut #  5

British Airways UK eu same as above, but no grey stripes, as above logo and name on the top #  6

British Airways UK eu white stiff glossy bag,name in red+blue on both sides,red instr.on rear, flat base, no producer in gusset #  8

British Airways UK eu white stiff glossy bag,name in red+blue on both sides,red instr.on rear, German 1+2 lines flat base, no producer in gusset #  9

British Airways UK eu white,+grey stripes on both sides, pictures on on side, instructions in 11 languages onback,serrated cut,flat base with CS # 12

British Airways UK eu white paper bag,name in blue+red left corner on both sides, back red instr.German infor.in 2+3lines,flat base with CS,no producer # 13

British Airways UK eu glossy paper bag, design as # 1 front 6 pictograms, on back instr.in 12 languages french text:Ce sac est a votre, serrated cut # 18

British Airways UK eu deep blue paper bag, on front big vertical waste, on back small name+logo+instr.in 6 languages,Helioson flat base+white letters # 21

British Airways UK eu very glossy white paper bag,6 pictogramms, logo and name at the bottom,french text:Sac a dechets etanche, flat base with CS # 25

British Airways UK eu deep blue paper bag, on front big vertical waste, on back small name+logo+instr.in 6 languages,pointy base, Helios+logoin left gusset # 26

British Caledonian UK eu white glossy paper, name+logo+ info in blue on front, pointy base, text to BC 20,4 cm, straight cut #  1

British Midland UK eu white, logo in red and blue on both sides, red star in gusset, glossy #  1

British Midland UK eu white, logo in red and blue on both sides, red star in gusset, paper #  2

British Midland UK eu white, logo in red and blue on both sides, red star in gusset, paper #  2

British Midland UK eu white, red+blue logo in the middle, Diamond Service on both sides,blue star in gusset #  3

brusselsairlines Belgium eu glossy white+blue bag,on both sides in white area inst.+name in blue area 14 orange-red dots b.tidy,flat base,small star in gussets #  1

brusselsairlines Belgium eu glossy white+blue bag,on both sides in white area inst.+name in blue area 14 orange-red dots b.tidy,flat base,small star in gussets #  2

brusselsairlines Belgium eu very glossy bag in lblue, on front instr.in white+ on both sides low in white cloud orange logo, white flat base, serrated cut #  3

Buddha Air Nepal as purple blue paper, name+logo in white,puking woman on rear, lateral tab, left gusset Rajesh Printers #  3

Bulgaria Air Bulgaria eu white thin paper, name+logo in red +green on both sides, flat base with cover, Manuf.in left gusset #  2

Bulgaria Air Bulgaria eu white thin glossy paper, name + Bulgaria flag on one side in English+other side Bulgarian, instr.in 3 languages identical on both sides, flat base+cs #  7

Bulgarian Air Charter Bulgaria eu thin white paper, both sidesname in green in red, lots of small Bulgarian, flat base #  2

Bulgarian Air Charter Bulgaria eu thin white glossy bag, both sides Bulgarian a.s.o.as sticker, inform in green, pointy base #  4

Bulgarian Air Charter Bulgaria eu thin glossy white bag, name,logo+ inform in green +orange/red, flat base+coversheet #  6

Bulgarian Air Charter Bulgaria eu thin glossy white bag, name,logo+ inform in green +orange/red, flat base+coversheet,silvy star in both gussets, 4 languages #  9

Buzz Netherlands eu violet bag with yellow name, plain rear, pointy base #  1

Buzz Netherlands eu white bag with violet name on front, plain rear, pointy base #  2

CAAC China as white paper, on front name+instr.in blue, pointy base, no producer in gusset, plain rear, diameter 6,5 cm #  2

CalAir International UK eu white bag, logo+name in blue+red on front side, red line on back, thumbhole #  1

Caledonian Airways UK eu white bag with pointy base, name+logo in yellow+blue front side more to the right #  3

Caledonian Airways UK eu white glossy bag, blue name and 2 lions in yellow and blue on the front side, thumbhole, logo of prod.in right gusset #  5

Cambodia Angkor Air Cambodia as white +light violet bag, name+logo on front, lot of horizontal lines and bars, on front vertical tab, in gusset producer Aviation Printing #  1 a

Cambodia Angkor Air Cambodia as white +light violet bag, name+logo on front in3 languages incl. Vietnamese, lot of horizontal lines and bars, on front vertical tab, in gusset producer Aviation Printing #  2

Cameroon Airlines Cameroon af large white gloosy bag with name+logo on front side, plain rear, pointy base, small letters for please fold # 16

Canada 3000 Canada am stiff white paper,name 2 times +marple leaf in the middle in red on both sides, lateral tap #  7

Canadian Airlines Canada am white stiff gloosy paper,info on front side in English+French, no name, on flat base WINPAK made in Canada,lateral tab,straight cut.plain back #  3

Canadian North Canada am glossy paper bag, on front light brown with icebear on aeroplane, plain white bak, lateral tab,flat base #  1

Carpatair Romania eu white thin paper, both sides green logo+ black name, green lines+bars,serrated cut, small grey star in gussets #  3

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as grey greenish+white bag, name on CS of  flat base, green tear off tab, sharp enviroment info in green on front, adhesive tape on back #  1

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as grey-green bag, green tear off strip, no name+logo, pointy base, more grey than green,no bold letters #  3

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as greyish green, name on one side in white, tear off stripe #  4

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as light grey with kind of an arrow, horizontal wire, flat base with name, logo from ACS right gusset #  6

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as grey+white bag, name on CS of  flat base, green tear off tab, sharp enviroment info in green on front, adhesive tape on back #  9

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as lighter green bag, white brush, deep green tear off strip with bold Tear off to open,name pointy base, # 15

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as very glossy bag, light grey with small white waves on both sides name low right corner on back, on flat base CS+name, lateral tab # 16

Cathay Pacific Hong Kong as glossy green paper, on both sides stripes like bamboo, on front instr.CX low right cornerand left FSC- label, green tear off strip, open gussets # 22

Cebu Pacific Philippines as white paper bag with smiling aeroplane, all printing not in blue but in yellow, identical on both sides, open gussets, no producer in gussets # 13

Cebu Pacific Philippines as white paper bag with smiling aeroplane, like # 13 but more to orange than yellow, identical on both sides, open gussets, no producer in gussets # 14

Chengdu Airlines China as red+brown paper bang, name +logo in red field low left corner, on back name+logo low middle, open gussets, tear off strip #  1



China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white glossy bag on both sides down below in 2 rows  red+blue squares + name in blue, at top red line, open gusset,pointy base,straight cut # 12

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as glossy white bag with blue ball with logo, red China airline, below blue area with white flowers, upside down, on back 3 pictgr.with instr. # 14

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white glossy bag on both sides down below in 2 rows  red+blue squares + name in blue, at top red line 4,4 cm distance to text, open gusset,pointy base,straight cut # 21

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as very glossy white bag, tear off strip in deep blue, on front low name and in middle CLEANLINESS BAG, open gusset, on back adh. tape # 22

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white-blue paper bang, on front grey blossom+cleanlinness Bang on back sticky strip+name+logo at bottom, blue tear off strip, open gussets, # 24

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white glossy paper bag, on front brownish blossom+cleanliness Bag on back sticky strip+name+logo+ SkyTeam1,0cm at bottom, brownish tear off strip, open gussets, # 26

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white-blue glossybag, on front grey blossom+cleanliness Bag on back sticky strip+name+logo at bottom, blue tear off strip, open gussets, # 27

China Airlines CAL Taiwan as white glossy paper bag, on front deep red blossom+cleanliness,on backsticky strip+name+logo+ SkyTeam0,7 cm at bottom, red tear off strip, open gussets, # 28

China Eastern China as white, logo in red and blue and name in blue on one side, smaller below on the rear,tear off strip,pointy base #  4

China Eastern China as whiteglossy bag with blue name+logo+airoplane on front,Water-proofed,small blue bar low at white back,open gussets, no producer, # 12

China Eastern China as brownish paper with name+logo+ flowers in deep blue/ black, plain rear, pointy base # 27

China Eastern China as white bag with name+logo in blue, WATER-PROOFED,no blue line on top not blue, no producer at all, right wing is blue # 30

China Eastern China as violet  bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF ,Clean Bag 9,2, frame 10,2x6,2 cm, no producer # 34

China Eastern China as violet bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF ,Frame 9,6x5,9cm, nothing in gussets, white back, # 35

China Eastern China as violet bag with name+logo in white on front side,frame 10,2x6,2 cm, WATER-PROOF,in right gusset tel:13817678765 # 36

China Eastern China as violet bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF ,producer left low gusset, white back, # 37

China Eastern China as white bag with blue name+logo+airoplane on front,Water-proofed,totally blue back,in right open gusset logo LILE ROU YIN producer # 41

China Eastern China as violet bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF, open gussets with prod. alibaba .com.+tel# .tear off strip # 44

China Eastern China as glossy violet bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF,fame 10,2x6,2cm,Clean Bag 9,2 cm,in gusset preview alibaba # 48

China Eastern China as white paper CLEAN BAG with small aeroplane on front side, blue back, design like # 24+41 but nothing in gussets, tear off strip # 53

China Eastern China as white paper bag with logo in red+blue,printing in blue yellow circle with red fish, tear off strip, open prod.just tel+fax#0755… # 54

China Eastern China as white paper bag with small aeroplane  water-prooed,not in blue but in lilac, tear off strip prod.alibaba in right gusset # 57

China Eastern China as white paper bag with small aeroplane  water-proofed,not in blue but in deep lilac, tear off strip,website alibaba right gusset # 63

China Eastern China as violet bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOFED, open gussets no producer, no line at tear off tab # 65

China Eastern China as glossy paper bag with small aeroplane  water-proofed,not in blue but in light lilac, tear off strip, Tel+Fax+website joyum right gusset # 66

China Eastern China as white glossy bag with small aeroplane  water-proofed,not in blue but in light lilac, tear off strip, Tel+Fax+website Alibabaright gusset # 69

China Eastern China as white paper bag with small aeropl.  water-proofed,not in blue but in deep lilac, no crosses in the gussets,website alibaba right gusset # 73

China Eastern China as glossy paper bag with small aeroplane  water-proofed,not in blue but in light lilac, tear off strip, diff.Tel+Fax+website joyum right gusset # 76

China Eastern China as white paper bag with brownish print, aeroplane, in right gusset www.czair.com with logo # 77

China Eastern China as white paper bag, on front in blue  high name+Sky Team logo, low instruction, plain back, tear off strip, open gussets, right prod.Shongzheng.alibabab # 81

China Eastern China as violet paper bag with name+logo in white on front side, WATER-PROOF, clean bag 9,2cm ,Frame 10,2x6,2cm nothing in gussets, x

China Southern China as glossy paper, CLEAN BAG with blue lines on front, tidy man, back in blue+lines, in right gusset China Southern in english+Chinese x

China Southern China as white pointy bag, logo in red+blue+blue name+instr.on front side,  tear off strip + fold instr.+99 3 18265.8 on back,no producer in gussets #  8

China Southern China as white bag with blue vertical lines, no name+logo but instr.in blue, prod.in rightgusset, numbers on rear # 24

China Southern China as paper bag,white, blue stripes left from the top to the bottom, tear of strip, name czair + infos www.in right gusset, back low white bar # 31

China Southern China as white bag with blue vertical lines, no name+logo but instr.in blue Water-Proofed+tidy man, in right gusset logo of producer, # 39

China Southern China as white very glossy bag with blue vertical stripes,,blue back,pointy base,red tab, straight cut, no producer in gussets, big Tear Off x

China Southern Airlines China as white pointy bag, logo+name+instr.on front side, tear off on left side, # 99318265.8 +vertical tab on back, straight cut #  2

China Southern Airlines China as white paper, on front side name+logo in blue + vertical stripes, tear off tab in orange,prod.right gusset,pointy base, plain rear #  4

China Southern Airlines China as white paper bag, red logo+name+vertcal lines in blue, plain rear, orange tab,pointy base # 22

China Southern Airlines China as white very glossy bag with blue vertical stripes,,blue back,pointy base,red tab, straight cut, no producer in gussets, big Tear Off x

China Southwest Airlines China as white pointy paper bag, name+logo+instr. In blue on front side, tear off tab 4,8 cm,plain back, serrated cut,right gusset prod. 5702633 #  1

China West Air China as thin white paper bag with red printing, name +logo upper part of bag,, red tear off strip, on backname+logo on low right corner #  3

China Xinjiang Airlines China as white paper bag, name+logo+instr. In blue on front side, tear off strip, pointy base #  1

China Xinjiang Airlines China as white paper bag with blue printing aeroplane in a circle+IATA # plus logo+explainations outside of the circle, on back blue printing, pointy base #  6

China Yunnan Airlines China as white, blue printing of logo, name and instruction on front side,green tear off tab, different producer than CZAA #  3

City Airways Thailand as light blue paper with nae+logo in white area low right corner, identcal on both sides, vertical tab on back, open gussets #  1

clickair Spain eu blue paper bag with white name+logo on front side, vertical tab on back, white flat base, serrated cut #  1

CNWA China North West AirlinesChina as white bag, name+logo in blue+red, tear off tab in red, blue bar on rear, pointy base #  1

Condor Germany eu white paper both sides round smiley out of dotted line, flat base, in both gussets logo, serrated cut #  1

Condor Germany eu white paper both sides round smiley out of dotted line, open gussets, in both gussets logo, serrated cut #  2



Condor Germany eu white paper bag, text upside down: Falls sich Ihnen der Magen umdreht. Identical on both sides, flat base #  3

Condor Germany eu white paper bag, text: Bitte an Bord nicht aufblasen und zum Platzen bringen, flat base #  4

Condor Germany eu white paper bag with logo high right corner, …schöne Bescherung and 2 St. Claus in chocolat, flat base, #  7

Condor Germany eu glosssy paper bag, old logo+Condor+Qualität seit 1956, identical on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  8

Condor Germany eu white glossy bag, text: 16x Alles wird gut. , flat base # 11

Condor Germany eu glossy colorful  paper bag with a lot of packed boxes on both sides, name in white on front low right corner, flat base, serrated cut # 13

Continental USA am blue, white logo and name and Seat occupied on front side, paper bag, serrated cut, white star in gussets #  3

Continental USA am blue bag, flat base with white coversheet, name+logo on front horizontal wire, straight cut #  2

Continental USA am blue bag, seat occupied+logo in white,flat base with blue coversh.,producer logo in left gusset, straight cut #  9

Continental Airlines USA am white, big Seat occupied in black with red symbol, small red logo and black name #  1

Continental Airlines USA am deep blue paper bag, on front in white name+logo +Skyteam logo,Seat occupied,back 2 dotted lines+vertical tab,flat base+CS,straight cut # 13

Copa Airlines Panama am glossy stiff paper bag, logo+name+inst.in red+orange, identical on both sides, lateral tab, flat base+cs, straight cut #  1

Copa Airlines Panama am stiff white paper bag, name + logo in red+yellow on both sides, vertical occupied, flat base with CS, straight cut #  2

Corendon Turkey eu white glossy paper, in middle brown bar with name in white, identical on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Corendon Turkey as white glossy bag, on front name+logo+webside+Always the best holiday deals in red, open gussets, straifgt cut #  2

Corsair France eu white, logo+name in green and blue on front side, pointy bottom #  2

Corsair International France eu white glossy bag, on front low part name Corsair + logo in black, plain back, pointy base, straight cut #  9

Croatia Airlines Croatia eu white, blue and red logo on both sides but on the left hand side, dist. from edge to logo 19,8cm #  2

Croatia Airlines Croatia eu white very glossy bag, blue and red logo onfront side with Regional Star Alliance member,small grey squares, plain back+blue bar, open gussets #  8

Croatia Airlines Croatia eu thin glossy paper bag, on front 3 grey squares of different size, name in small letters low left corner, open gussets, straight cut # 11

Crossair Switzerland eu blue, name and logo in white on both sides, waste in 4 languages #  3

Crossair Switzerland eu red bag, aeroplane with name in white on both sides,flat base with Elag on bottom #  4

Crossair Switzerland eu white and silver spots, name and logo in blue and red on both sides,flat base, serrated cut #  5

Crossair Switzerland eu glossy paper,large size,on front side red name as aeroplane+blue line,pointy base, # 12

CSA Czech Republiceu brownish paper with blue printing on both sides #  1

CSA Czech Republiceu gloosy white paper, blue CSA' s and planes, flat base #  2

CSA Czech Republiceu same as above but lighter bag #  3

CSA Czech Republiceu brownish paper, on half bag many CSA-logos in blue +red dots both sides, flat base #  5

CSA Czech Republiceu white, with red and blue name and logo low on front side, plain back, serrated cut, flat base #  6

CSA Czech Republiceu white glossy bag,on both sides lower part red+blue name+logo with skyteam-logo, open gusset,pointy base, straight cut ,small blue star # 10

CSA Czech Republiceu white glossy bag,on both sides lower part red+blue name+new logo with skyteam-logo, open gusset,flat base, straight cut , # 12

Cyprus Airways Cyprus eu white+grey bag, on flat base white coversheet, name both sides, zig zag cut #  2

Cyprus Airways Cyprus eu glossy bag, white and lighter grey, name on both sides, airsicknessbag print in blue,flat base with half cover sheet, serrated cut #  3

Cyprus Airways Cyprus eu white+grey glossy paper, flat base with coversheet, straight cut, smaller letters #  4

Cyprus Airways Cyprus eu white+grey paper, name in white on both sides, flat base with white cover sheet, straight cut, no producer, larger letters than #4 #  8

Cyprus Airways Cyprus eu white and grey, name on both sides, airsicknessbag print in blue,flat base,zig-zag cut #  9

DANAir UK eu glossy white, name in blue on front side, instructions in 5 languages on rear,pointy bottom #  2

Delta Air Lines USA am white, logo+name in red+ blue on both sides, Occupied in diff. Languages, adhesive tape #  3

Delta Air Lines USA am white stiff paper, name just Delta in blue, lot of instr.on both sides, peel off label #  4

Delta Air Lines USA am grey, logo name  and instructions in white on front side, horiz.clasp with one wire #  5a

Delta Air Lines USA am grey, logo name  and instructions in white on front side, horiz.clasp with 2 wires #  5b

Delta Air Lines USA am white, logo, name and instructions in different languages in blue and red, wire on top #  6

Delta Air Lines USA am white stiff paper with logo+instr.+occupied just in blue both sides, zig zag cut, #  8

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag with blue name and logo, some further instructions and occupied in blue #  9

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag with blue name and logo, some further instructions and occupied in blue, peel off strip, on front small rosett # 20

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag, in blue small name +logo+I'LL be back  and feel better on both sides, adhesive tape on top, flat base+ number # 22

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag, in blue small name +logo+I'LL be back  and feel better on both sides, adh. tape on top, flat base+ number +LK black # 25

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag, in blue small name +logo+I'LL be back  and feel ..., adh. tape on top, flat base+ number +small LK black,US Pat. 6,2 cm # 27

Delta Air Lines USA am white plastic bag, in blue small name +logo+I'LL be back... tape on top, flat base+ number +small LK black+ cross,US Pat. 6,2 cm # 28

Deutsche BA Germany eu blue, name and logo in red, orange and white on both sides #  1

Deutsche BA Germany eu light orange red bag, Abfall in white on both sides,name Deutsche BA in black in both gassets, flat base with orange star,serrated cut #  2



Deutsche BA Germany eu light red with vertical white stripe on left, black Deutsche BA on white ground #  3

Deutsche BA Germany eu blue, name and logo in red, orange and white on both sides, glossy bag #  4

Dragonair China-Hong Kongas white,paper, darker grey stripes on top and bottom, name and instr.on both sides,tear to open strip, very open gussets, larger text on back letters # 17

Dragonair Hong Kong as white, on both sides name in gold, logo and instructions in red, flat base, red star in gussets lower, serrated cut, vertical tab #  1

Dragonair Hong Kong as white with red bar on top+bottom, name+logo both sides, star on flat base, pictures #  4

Dragonair Hong Kong as white, light grey stripes on top and bottom, name and instr. On both sides,to open tear here strip, very open gussets, engl.text 10,0 cm #  8

Dragonair Hong Kong as white paper, infos in English+Chinese on both sides, no name+logo, red tear off strip, manuf logo left gusset high # 10

Dubai Air Wing United Arab Emiratesas white  glosy bag with name+logo in gold on front side, plain rear with vertical wire,rose in gussets #  1

DutchBird Netherlands eu white glossy bag, blue name+logo on front side, pointy base, star in both gussets # 1

Eastar Jet Korea as like # 1 but pink colour and not beige glossy bag with tear off strip, on back instruction, open gussets, straight cut #  2

Eastern USA am white+green with flowers in green field, plain rear, chase on flat base,horiz. wire #  1

Eastern USA am white+green with flowers in green field, plain rear, producer CHASE on flat base 0,75 cm,horiz. wire #  8

easyJet UK eu photo bag in red from Klick Photopoint, no indication for Easy Jet, pointy base, valid until 31.3.05 #  3

easyJet UK eu photo bag mainly in red, don't be sick a.s.o., valid until 31st March 2005,  EAN 100612, pointy base EAN 612

EC Air Equatorial Congo AirlinesRep.Congo, Brazzavilleaf white paper bang, name+logo in green on flat base, front and back is plain, serrated cut #  1

EC Air Equatorial Congo AirlinesRep.Congo, Brazzavilleaf white paper bag, name+logo+ website  in green on both sides,flat base, straight cut #  2

EgyptAir Egypt af red+white glossy paper with white rose, flat base with small ELAG no Switzerland 2,5 cm, serrated cut #  2

EgyptAir Egypt af white+red glossy paper, white rose in red field, 3,5 cmElag on flat base above the folding, serrated cut #  3

EgyptAir Egypt af white glossy bag, name, logo and instructions in red on front side, vertical wires on top covered with an adhesive tape, pointy base #  5

EgyptAir Egypt af white glossy bag,name,logo+instr.in blue on front side, pointy base, vertical wires #  7

EgyptAir Egypt af white bag, logo in blue,yellow+red on both sides,on front airsicknes bag, flat base with made in Egypt, Modern Packing in gusset #  9

EgyptAir Egypt af blue paper bag, name+logo + wing in white on both sides,flat base Fax#2916034,Airsicknessbag 5,4 cm, Modern 3,8 cm,straight cut # 15

EgyptAir Egypt af blue glossy  bag, name+logo + wing in white both sides,airsicknessbag 4,9 cm,Fax 2611458, Modern Pack 3,3cm, straight cut                                                               # 22

EgyptAir Egypt af white+red glossy paper, white rose in red field, 3,5 cmElag on flat base under the folding,serrated cut # 24

EgyptAir Egypt af white paper with blue+red name, blue wing with red+yellow logo,shut with tab, prod.Modern Packing in gusset,vertical tab,serrated cut # 27

EgyptAir Egypt af white paper, name, logo and instructions in red on front side, vertical wires on top covered with an adhesive tape, pointy base,straight # 29

EgyptAir Egypt af glossy blue paper bag, name+logo + wing in white on both sides,flat base Fax#2916034,Airsicknessbag 5,4 cm, Modern 3,8 cm,straightcut # 37

EgyptAir Egypt af blue paper bag with white clouds on top+name+logo+StarAlliance low right corner, identical on both sides,lateral tab, flat base+CS # 41

EgyptAir Egypt af blue paper bag with white clouds on top+name+logo+StarAlliance+ diamonds with clear lines, identical on both sides,lateral tab, flat base+CS # 47

EgyptAir Egypt af deep blue paper bag, white logo+name+A Star…., identical on both sides, flat base , straight cut, no producer in gussets # 48

El Al Israel as beige glossy stiff bag,name in white in both gussets, flat base with white CS,straight cut #  1

El Al Israel as blue paper, logo+name+instruct. In green and white on both sides, flat base + CS #  6

El Al Israel as white, name and logo in white on blue- greenish sections, flat base with CS, straight cut #  8

El Al Israel as deep blue paper bag, on front white leafs, in gussets name+internet addres, on back plain blue, vertical tab, flat base,serrated cut # 13

El Al Israel as white paper bag with blue leaves, no name or logo, identical on both sides, flat base, vertical tab on back, serrated cut # 17

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas yellow with logo, name and instructions in brown, on flat base ELAG 3,5cm upside down #  1

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas same as above, but produced in Thailand, info about www. #  2

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas yellow with name and logo in gold on both sides, Elag on flat base 3cm upside down #  3

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas yellow paper with cartoon+logo+name with com on front, no name of producer #  5

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pictures in white, both sides , wwww.emirates 3,1 cm, thin frame line, serrated cut #  7

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pict. in white, both sides , wwww.emirates 3,1 cm, thin frame line, strong serrated cut #  7 a

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas yellow with name and logo in gold on both sides, Elag on flat base 3cm upside down, serrated cut #  9

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pictures in white, both sides, frame bold, webaddress 3,6 cm long # 12

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pictures in white, both sides, frame bold, webaddress 3,1 cm long, thick frame line # 13

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pictures in white, both sides, frame bold, webaddress 3,1 cm long, strong serrated cut # 13a

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 gold-brown with pict.in white, both sides, frame bold, webaddress 3,1 cm,Dist. lines 10,3 cm, strong serrated cut # 14

Emirates United Arab Emiratesas 1/4white with name+logo in brown,3/4 goldenbrown with pictures in white, both sides, frame bold, webaddress 3,1 cm, straight cut # 15

Enter Air Poland eu white glossy paper bag, on front at top red aeroplane with airsicknessbag in English+Polish, no name, no logo, pointy base #  1

ERAM AIR Iran as white+red glossy bag, on reverse side name+logo,name on flat base,prod.in gusset #  1

Estonian Air Estonia eu white, name and logo in blue on front side Rosenlew 5198 in gusset #  1

Estonian Air Estonia eu white paper,name+logo in blue on front side,plain rear,pointy base,no producer at all #  2



Estonian Air Estonia eu white paper bag, www.estonian-air.com on front side, pointy base,plain back,straight cut #  4

Ethiopian Airlines Ethiopia af white paper, plain front, on rear lot of instruction, flat base with coversheet, lateral tab #  2

Ethiopian Airlines Ethiopia af white paper, name+logo aeroplane in grey on front, instructions on rear, flat base with name+lion 2,5 cm upside,no prod. lateral wire #  4

Ethiopian Airlines Ethiopia af white paper, name+logo aeroplane in grey on front, instructions on rear, flat base with name upside, serrated cut,lateral wire #  7

Ethiopian Airlines Ethiopia af white glossy paper, plain front, on rear lot of instruction, flat base no coversheet, verical tab on front, serrated cut # 13

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas yellow paper bag, name in gold on front side,,flat base, serrated cut, plain back, #  1

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas yellow paper bag, name in gold on front side, tear off strip,flat base, serrated cut, plain back, #  2

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas white glossy bag front side name,logo+instr.back 6 pictograms, flat base, without cross in gusset #  4

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas light yellow bag, red+golden frame,name+logo on both sides,back instr.in 6 piktogramm, small cross in left gusset, flat base,serrated cut #  5

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas white bag with gold-yellow printing on front, on back 6 piktograms+lateral tab, flat base, serrated cut #  6

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas whitegloosy bag with gold-silver printing on front, on back 6 piktograms+lateral tab, flat base, serrated cut #  6a

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas grey-brown glossy paper bag, golden print of name+waste bag on both sides, producer ZIBORAINBOW in left gusset, flat base #  7

Etihad United Arab Emiratesas grey-brown glossy paper bag, golden print of name plus AIRWAYS+waste bag on both sides, producer ZIBORAINBOW in left gusset, flat base #  8

Euro Atlantic Airways Portugal eu white glossy paper, blue name+logo on front, plain back, pointy base #  1

Euro City Express UK eu very glossy whhite bag, on front side at top name in blue+red, on bottom small instr.in blue, thumbhole, pointy bottom, plain back #  1

Eurocypria Airlines Cyprus eu white paper, blue name and logo, flying aeroplane, all on both sides #  1

Eurocypria Airlines Cyprus eu white, with name and logo in blue and orange on both sides, flat base #  2

EuroLot Poland eu white glossy paper bag, on front logo+name in red, plain bag, pointy base, straight cut #  2

Europe Airpost France eu white paper, print of name+instr.in blue, yellow waves, identical on both sides, tear off strip, open gussets, on back v ertical tab #  1

European Coastal Airlines Croatia eu very glossy paper bag, on front logo with red and blue brush, Thank you for Feedback, plain back, open gussets, straight cut #  1

Eurowings Germany eu blue, logo and circles in white on both sides #  1

Eurowings Germany eu very glossy paper bag, name in purple high left corner, logo in green-blue,pink+ purple, identical on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  2

EVA Air Taiwan as green+yellow bag, with logo+name in green+red, zig-zag cut, star in gusset #  1

EVA Air Taiwan as white glossy bag,size 13x28 cm logo, name, orange and green waves on front side, tear off strip, pointy base #  2

EVA Air Taiwan as very glossy green+yellow bag, white name low right corner, yellow tear off strip, pointy base, adhesive tape on back # 17

EVA Air Taiwan as paper bag like # 17 but not glossy green+yellow bag, white name low right corner, yellow tear off strip, pointy base, adhesive tape on back # 21

EVA Air Taiwan as paper bag with Hello Kitty in pink+white, tear off strip, pointy base, adhesive tape on back, # 22

EVA Air Taiwan as very glossy white bag,name and drawing of a cat in pink+grey on both sides, Hello Kitty on pink heart, tear off strip+lower part in yellow +blue stripes # 23

Excalibur UK eu white glossy paper, name +logo+instruct.i n purple on front side, thumbhole #  1

Excalibur UK eu white  bag, name,logo+instr.on front side, no thumbhole, pointy base, plain backside #  2

Excalibur UK eu white paper bag, name,logo+instr.on front side, thumbhole, pointy base, plain backside, design as #  1 #  3
Eznis Mongolia as glossy white bag with orange+black name+logo in orange frame, on back webside addres in low right corner, open gussets #  1

Far Eastern Air Transport Taiwan as White paper, on front red FAT with tear off strip+explaination, adhesive tape, on back in grey field Airsickness Bag, open gussets #  8

Farner Switzerland eu white, name and red cross on both sides #  1

FDA Fuji Dream Airlines Japan as deep brown paper bag with name +instr.in white,tear off strip, open gussets. Plain back #  1

Finnair Finland eu white bag,on front side blue name left+logo right, pointy base, size 25,5x15 cm, Prod.Stenqvist 810452 002 left gusset #  5

Finnair Finland eu white bag,on front side blue name left+logo right, pointy base, size 25,5x15 cm, no producer, straight cut #  8

Finnair Finland eu white paper bag, on front grey logo, on back Finnair recycles…., open gussets, with grey bar in left gusset # 16

Finnair Finland eu glossy white bag, on front logo 6 cm in grey  + FSC logo, pointy base, straight cut # 18

First Choise UK eu blue and white paper, unexpected departure on front, name on rear #  1

First Nation Airways Nigeria af white paper bag, on front diagonal bars in different greens with aeroplane and name in lower corners, plain back with vertical tab, open gussets #  1

Fischer Air Czech Republiceu white bag with 25% blue field at bottom,logo 4,9cm, no star in gusset #  1

Flying Colours UK eu white paper, name,logo+instr.in blue on front side, plain back, flat base, vertical tab #  1

Free Bird Airlines Turkey as deep yellow paper,name+logo in blue on both sides, small on flat base,zig-zag cut, SEM as prod. Low on both gussets #  2

Free Bird Airlines Turkey as glossy red-orange paper bang, on front name+logo in black, black bar low on back, open gussets, straight cut #  4

Free Bird Airlines Turkey as glossy red-orange paper bang, on front name+logo in black, black bar low on back, open gussets, straight cut #  4

FTI Germany eu numbers of small fly FTI-logos in blue and red on both sides, pointy base, straight cut #  2

Futura Spain eu white, blue name and blue and grey logo on both sides, smaller letters,blue star in gussets #  1

Futura Spain eu white very glossy bag,name+logo nucleus in brown-red on both sides,logo of prod.in gussets, flat base with CS #  3

Fuzhou Airlines China as thin white and red bag, on front iname+logo+ornaments+Airsickness Bag in red circle, on back name+logo, red tear off strip, open gussets #  1

Garuda Indonesia as white+blue bag, on blue flat base logo in white, no name, size 19,2x11,1 cm , Airsickness Bag 3,5 cm #  1



Garuda Indonesia as small white+blue paper, bird as logo in blue in white field, instr.on back,flat base, straight cut, vertical tab attached #  3

Garuda Indonesia as same as above but  bag is open and longer, 19,5x11 cm #  6

Garuda Indonesia as white +blocks of turquoise, logo on flat base, tear off strip closed, 20x11,5 cm, #  7

Garuda Indonesia as light blue bag, size 20,6x10,8; logo on flat base, instr.on both sides, 23 needle holes on top as perforation +closure #  8

Garuda Indonesia as deep blue glossy paper bag, on front white lines+name+logo, flat base in light blue, hidden vertical tab # 14

Germania Germany eu white paper, with green name, logo and instructions in German on both sides #  1

Germania Germany eu white bag, Germania logo in the middle, Airsickness bag below, instr.on top, both sides #  2

Germania Germany eu whiteglossy bag, Germania logo in the middle, Airsickness bag below, instr.on top, flat base, serrated cut,green star in gusset #  3

Germanwings Germany eu dark red, name in yellow on both sides #  1

Germanwings Germany eu deep purple with yellow :Zur Errinnerung an alle Sammler a.s.o. #  2

Germanwings Germany eu red,purple+yellow, Map of Europe with Destinations, rear Gutes Fest #  3

Germanwings Germany eu deep purple on both sides with yellow :War nur ein kleines Luftloch, white flat base, serrated cut #  5

Germanwings Germany eu deep red paper bag, on front Preise der Konkurrenz, back Ihr Magen, on top name in yellow field, flat base #  6

Germanwings Germany eu glossy with PE laminated paper bag. On front yellow-brown+red colors with name+logo top right corner, pointy base, straight cut #  7

Germanwings Germany eu glossy white bag, logo with Keine Angst…,identical on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  8

Germanwings Germany eu glossy with PE laminated paper bag. On front yellow-brown+red colors with larger name+smallerlogo top right corner, pointy base, straight cut #  9

GOL Brazil am white plastic,orange lines+name GOL.Site:www.voegol at bottom, black bar in right corner,no prod. #  1

GOL Brazil am plastic, orange circles, under GOL Linhas aereas inteligentes, voegel low left #  3

GOL Brazil am white plastic,no name, instr.in white in orange field, at bottom in the middle www.voegol.com.br, draw, pull strings, no prod. #  4

Greenlandair Inc Denmark eu white+red bag, on both sides name+logo in white in the red area, flat base with ELAG 3,5 cm, zig-zag cut #  1

Gulf Air Bahrain as pink, silver logo and name on both sides #  1

Gulf Air Bahrain as light blue paper, logo+name in white on front side like Hecht 2, vertical wire on rear #  5

Hainan Airlines Company China as green with yellow,blue+red logo, name in white, tear off strip, plain rear, pointy base #  4

Hainan Airlines Group China as blue spreckled, with yellow, green and red logo but no name just wastebag, tear off to open with arrows #  2

Hainan Airlines Group China as blue spreckled, with yellow, green and red logo but no name just wastebag, tear off to open without arrows just bars #  6

Hainan Airlines Group China as light blue paper with yellow, green and red logo ,no name just Waste Bag+Waterproof, arrows, pointy base #  7

Hainan Airlines Group China as blue paper with yellow, green and red logo ,no name on front side just Waste Bag+Waterproof, with bars no arrow pointy base #  8

Hainan Airlines Group China as thin white paper with logo+instr.in red on both sides, open gussets, left gusset prod.straight cut, red tear off strip #  9

Hainan Airlines Group China as white paper bag with deep orange frame, clean bag, oramge red tear off strip, on back infowaterproof, in right gusset producer # 10

Hainan Airlines Group China as red-orange paper bag, yellow logo name in white below, instr.in white, tera off strip with yellow arrows, open gussets, plain back # 11

Hainan Airlines Group China as bright white paper bag, printing in red, logo +tel+website adress on front, on back waterproof, open gussets, red tear off stripe # 13

Hainan Airlines Group China as white beige rough paper bag, printing in red, logo +tel+website adress on front, on back waterproof, open gussets, red tear off stripe # 13b

Hainan Airlines Group China as white glossy paper bag, printing in red, logo +tel+website adress on front, on back waterproof, open gussets, red tear off stripe # 14

Hainan Airlines Group China as whi te paper, print in red, Airsickness Bag+ Hainan airlines, on back www.hnair.com,Cherish the earth.s resources, tel #left+big # 19

Hainan Airlines Group China as whi te paper, print in red, Airsickness Bag+ Hainan airlines, on back www.hnair.com,Cherish the earth.s resources, like#18 but tel # 95339 # 21

Hainan Airlines Group China as blue spreckled, with yellow, green and red logo but no name just wastebag, tear off to open with arrows x

Hamburg International Germany eu white glossy paper, logo, name and instructions in blue on one side, manufact.Helios in the gusset, straight cut #  2

Hamburg International Germany eu glossy white bag, name with .de in blue+red, logo in yellow+brown, pointy base, plain back, producer Helios+logo in left gusset #  3

Hamburg International Germany eu glossy white bag, name+ logo with .de in blue+red+ornage,black Flugzeuge im Bauch pointy base, plain back, no producer #  4

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu white, name and logo in grey on bottom,prod. Logo a in right gusset, straight cut #  1

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu white, name and logo in grey on bottom,Logo a in right gusset, straight cut #  2

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu plain white glossy bag, on flat base cover with black logo and black name, ACS Germany in black in right gusset, straight cut #  4

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu plain white paper, on flat base cover with black logo and black name, a-logo in black right gusset, serrated cut #  7

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu totally white, blue logo, black name and star on flat base, serrated cut, front +back side just white #  8

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu plain white, on flat base cover with blue logo and black name,prod.logo a in one gusset #  9

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu plain white bag with red smiley as logo+name+star on flat base, zig zag cut, # 11

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu totally white paper, name hapagfly.com with star for producer on bottom # 13

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu white glossy paper bag, no printing on both sides, on flat base hapagfly.com  below  star above , serrated cut, # 14

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu white glossy paper bag, no printing on both sides, on flat base hapagfly.com  below  star above , serrated cut, # 16

Hapag Lloyd Germany eu white glossy bag, front side+rear plain, 7,5 cm Hapag-Lloyd Flug in grey on coversheet of flat base, ACS+address  in right gusset # 18

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow with black information about critism on front side #  1



Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu Yellow bag with Vielen Dank für Ihre Kritik but hlx.com, in gussets: Neuauflage 1. Edition, flat base with CS, serrated cut #  1 neu

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow, nicht übel #  2

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu Yellow with black information, Ganz easy hier ryan #  3

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow, "Alles muss raus" 4. Edition #  4

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow,white+black, 5th edition, Das sollten Sie besser für sich behalten #  5

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow+white bag with slogan: Übergeben ist seeliger als Nehmen, edition 6 #  6

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow+black paper bag with hlx.com, 7.Edition with "Hier RHEIN", flat base with CS and hlx.com, zig-zag cut #  7

Hapag Lloyd Express Germany eu yellow+black paper bag with hlx.com, 7.Edition with "Da wird der Konkurrenz schwindlig", flat base with CS and hlx.com, zig-zag cut #  8

Hawaiian USA am white plastic bag, on front pink instr.with white peal off strip, on flat base pink name, plain back #  2

Hermes Airlines/ Air MedteranneGreece eu white glossy paper bag, on front logo+name Air Mediterranee, on back name+logo from Hermes Airlines, on flat base producer nour packaging #  1

Hongkong Airlines Hongkong as very glossy bag, red+yellow waves,pink flowers,red rose in cycle,tear off stri,plain back,open gussets,straight cut, pointy base #  1

Hongkong Express/Kongkong AirlinesHong Kong as yellownot beige paper bag, on side Hongkong Express with small logo, other side Hongkong Airline, open gussets, tear off strip #  7

Horizon Air USA am white stiff plastic, blue frame with Seat Occupied in blue, plain rear, adhesive strip,on base US Pat.number +LK-Logo without Plastics #  3

Horizon Air USA am white stiff plastic, blue frame with Seat Occupied in blue, plain rear, adhesive strip x

Hunnu Air Mongolia as white paper bag, pink printing with name+logo in the middle, on top+bottom pink part on top with Tear off strip, almost plain back, open gussets #  1

IAG International Airlines GroupUK eu grey paper bag, on front WASTE in 6 languages, on back instructions in 6 languages, with name British Airways+ Iberia, pointy base prod.left gusset #  1

Iberia Spain eu white, logo in red on front side nothing in the gusset, gap text to logo 14,8 cm, zig-zag cut #  1

Iberia Spain eu light yellow, logo in red on front side, larger pointy bottom #  2

Iberia Spain eu white paper, on front side name+instruct. in red, on rear red  instruc, 32,5x14,5cm #  5

Iberia Spain eu logo+text as above, gap text to logo 15,5 cm, plain gusset, minimum zig-zag, no producer # 13

Iberia Spain eu white, logo in red on front side, logo of producer and ACS in the right gusset,zig-zag # 14

Iberia Spain eu dark brown paper bag, white logo on front side, white vertical tab on back, flat base+CS, straight cut # 20

Iberia Regional Air Nostrum- Spain eu white  bag, name+logo in blue on front side, inst.in 6 languages, plain back, pointy base, serrated cut,second:Air sickness bag #  8

Iberworld Spain eu milky plastic, front side blue name+line in brown, logo in blue+brown, instr.in blue, peel off strip in red #  2

Iberworld Spain eu milky plastic, front side blue name+line in brown, logo in blue+brown, instr.in blue, peel off strip in transparent #  3

Iberworld Spain eu white paper bag, black printing with logo+website upside down, identical on both sides, flat base, straight cut #  9

Icelandair Iceland eu white glossy bag,bigger name+logo+instructions in blue on both sides #  1

Icelandair Iceland eu white glossy paper, name+logo in blue on both sides, blue star in gussets, serrated cut, flat base #  2

Icelandair Iceland eu white glossy bag, name+logo+instructions in blue on both sides, blue star in gussets 7 cm from bottom, vertical tab, serrated top #  3

Icelandair Iceland eu white, name and logo in blue on top on both sides, flat base, no prod.serrated cut #  7

Icelandair Iceland eu brownish glossy paper, on front LOFTSLAG+blue picture+name+logo in black, on back info about Loftslag, flat base with small star in right gusset, serrated cut # 13

Indian India as white+orange/red paper bag, name+logo in orange/red section, instruction in white section, plain back, lateral tab, flat base+orange CS # 10

Indigo India as deep blue bag, on both sides white pointed aeroplane as  logo and Get well soon, flat base with CS+pointed logo,wave cut #  4

Indigo India as white paper bag, upper part in deep violet, on front side air sickness bag, like one of the Air Sahara, flat base,adhesive tape x

Interflug Germany eu white, with red name on front side #  1

Interflug Germany-East eu white, with red name on front side 12,4 X 30 cm #  4

Iran Air Iran as half white and blue, name+logo on flat base, vertical wire, on flat base info in Farsi with smaller plane, straight cut #  2

Iran Air Iran as half white and blue,name+ logowith smaller Farsi-letters on upper part of flat base, vertical tab,straight cut #  3

Iran Air Iran as light blue, airsickness bag on front,symbol on rear, name on flat bottom,straight top cut,vertical tab, #  4

Iran Air Iran as blue paper bag, on front Airsickness Bag 4,5 cm, on flat base name+tel#, on back logo up+vertical tab,straight cut #  6

Iran Air Iran as deep blue, airsickness bag on front 5,3 cm, symbol on rear, name on flat base down,tel# (0311)687722-23straight top cut,vertical tab, #  8

Iran Air Iran as light blue, airsickness bag on front 5,3 cm, symbol on rear, name on flat base down,tel# (0311)687722-23straight top cut,vertical tab, # 10

Iran Aseman Airlines Iran as blue+white paper, blue logo+vertical wire on rear, name on flat base, straight cut,prod.with aeroplane in Farsi in right gusset #  1

Iraqi Airways Iraq as glossy green and white paper, name+logo on both sides, vertical tab on back, flat base, prod. ALFAREED in left gusste, straight cut #  8

Israir Israel as dark orange, name and logo in white on both sides #  1

Israir Israel as blue paper bag, name in white+logo in orange on both sides, instr.on rear,vertical wire,flat base #  2

Istanbul Airlines Turkey as blue bag, both sides red logo+ lines+ white name, flat base with coversheet #  1

JAL Group Japan as white, JAL group and instructions in red, grey cubes on both sides, tear off to open in smaller letters #  2

JAL Japan Airlines Japan as same as above but different on top, strip to be removed is smaller than above #  1

JAL Japan Airlines Japan as White paper, name in black below left, red strips, inst. In Englisch+Japanese  #  4

JAL Japan Airlines Japan as white, logo in red and black and lines on front side, red flap to be torn off to open #  6



JAL Japan Airlines Japan as white paper with name,logo+lines in blue, orange tab, instr.in pict.on rear,flat base with CS,straight cut # 11

JAL Japan Airlines Japan as on both sides beige +white bag,beige name+logo , white tear off strip, open gussets, straight cut,pointy base,left gusset grey D # 13 D

JAL Japan Airlines Japan as on both sides beige +white bag,beige name+logo , white tear off strip, open gussets, straight cut,pointy base,left gusset grey J # 13 J

Japan Airlines Japan as dark brown paper bag with name and tear off strip, identical on both sides,open gussets, 5 languages, nothing in gussets # 23

Japan Airlines Japan as dark brown paper bag with name and white tear off strip starts with Japanese letters, identical on both sides,open gussets, 5 languages, nothing in gussets # 25

Japan Asia Airways Japan as white stiff paper name+logo in blue on front,instr.in blue on back, tear off tape in orange, flat base #  2

JAS Japan Air System Japan as deep blue with light blue names+logos on both sides, white tear off strip, popen gusset, pointy base, straight cut #  1

JAS Japan Air System Japan as white +blue bag, name+logo with many blue horizontal stripes on front, on back pictograms, blue tear off stip, flat base with CS, straight cut #  3

JAT Airways Serbia eu very glossy white paper bag, on front JAT in red Airways in blue, 3 dots, size 12,5  x 29,7 cm, on back low blue bar, open gussets # 10

JAT Jugoslovenski AerotransportYugoslavia eu glossy bag with white name in red bubble over 3 white flowers in a blue area,producer polietlenka right bottom, plain rear,pointy base, #  3

JAT Jugoslovenski AerotransportYugoslavia eu glossy bag with white name in red bubble over 3 white flowers in a lighter blue area,plain rear,pointy base,Prod. Font low left corner #  4

JAT Yugoslav Airlines Serbia eu glossy bag, name+logo in blue+red, blue+silver clouds, shorter 25,5cm #  1

JAT Yugoslav Airlines Yugoslavia eu very glossy white bag, name+logo in light blue on front side, flat base with blue line, #  9

Jeju Air Korea as glossy white+orange bag, on front JEJU AIR + Sanitary bag, tear off tab, open gusets, on back 2 vertical tabs, straight cut #  1

Jeju Air Korea as glossy oranfge paper bag, white print  with name+logo+instruction in Korean,English, Japanese+Chinese, on back adhesive tape+logo+name, open gussets #  2

Jeju Air Korea as glossy white+orange bag, on front JEJU AIR + Sanitary bag, tear off tab, open gusets, deign like #1 but on back adhesive tape, straight cut #  3

Jersey European UK eu white glossy bag,name+logo in blue on both sides, star in gussets, flat base #  2

Jet Airways India as darker blue than other bag, name+logo+instructions in white, glued left gusset, longer #  1

Jet Airways India as blue paper with white name, logo+ instruction on one side, glued in right gusset,longer text under bag #  4

Jet Airways India as white+light blue bag, like clouds with na,e+instr.in deep blue on front side, flat base,vertical wire #  7

Jet Airways India as blue paper with white name, logo+ instruction on one side, glued in left gusset, 1. letter with open circle, vertical tab , straight cut #  8

Jet Airways India as all over blue paper bag, on front Take Care+instr.+name+logo low right corner in white, plain back, flat base with CS, ornaments in gussets #  9

Jet Airways India as deeper blue paper bag, on front Take Care+instr.+name+logo low right corner in white, plain back, flat base with CS,more dots as line ornaments in gussets # 10

Jet Aviation Switzerland eu white paper, name in blue+logo inred on front side, plain rear with vertical wire #  1

Jet4you Marocco af green paper bag with vertical white aeroplane, name in red, identical on both sides, flat base,small white star in gussets, serrated cut #  1

Jet4you Morocco af green paper bag with vertical white aeroplane, name in red, identical on both sides, flat base,small white star in gussets, serrated cut #  1

Jetlite India as glossy light blue paper bag, name in black+yellow, Hope you're feeling better, flat base with CS,vertical covered tab on back, #  2

Jetstar Australia as white paper bag with name+star in black on front side, on back name of producer, open gusset, size 16x26 cm #  2

Jingxi Air China as white paper bag with blue printing, on front name+logo+instr. Plain back, open gussets, tear off strip. Straight cut #  1

JMC UK eu light green, white bubbles and sick as a.., no name, no logo #  1

Juneyao Airlines China as glossy white+pink bag, half logo in darker red, plain back, open gussets, no producer, tear off to open #  1

Juneyao Airlines China as verxy glossy white paper bag with brown print, on front name+logo+QR- Code, plain back, open gussets, tear off strip #  2

Kenya Airways Kenya af light pink, name and logo in brown on both sides and bottom #  1

Kenya Airways Kenya af white with red horizontal bars with name in black on both sides, flat base+name #  2

Kenya Airways Kenya af white paper, on bottom small name in black+red logo, flat base, prod. With rose as logo in gussets #  6

Kenya Airways Kenya af white paper, name+logo in red at the bottom on both sides, flat base,star in gussets #  8

Kenya Airways Kenya af  paper bag, on front side in middle black Air Sickness Bag, name+logo in red low right corner, flat base with Helios+sun # 11

Kenya Airways Kenya af white paper, on front green,red and brown lines, name in red+Skyteam in blue,on back instr.in green,flat base+cs with shorter text than #17 tear of strip, , left gusset prod.ZIBO RAINBOW# 18

Kingfisher India as glossy white paper bag with red instruction in 2 languages on font side, no name +logo, flat base with cover sheet, plain back+gluing, straight cut #  2

KLM Netherlands eu white stiff glossy bag,name+logo+inst.in blue on both sides, flat base with coversh. #  2

KLM Netherlands eu same as above but name and logo on both sides Hecht 3 #  3

KLM Netherlands eu blue bag,info in white both sides, KLM+instructions on flat base, stars in gusset #  4

KLM Netherlands eu blue with white information on both sides, no indication on KLM, straight cut #  5

KLM Netherlands eu blue bag, no name no logo, flat base with white cover sheet, identical on both sides, straight cut #  5

KLM Netherlands eu paper,blue with white waves, on flat base instruction:For your convenience Our cabin staff will collect a.s.o.,star in gussets #  6

KLM Netherlands eu glossy paper,blue with white waves, on flat base instruction:Our cabin staff will collect a.s.o. #  7

KLM Netherlands eu FSC Label in one gusset, glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations Dallas-Milan-Oslo, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut #  7

KLM Netherlands eu glossy light blue bag,logo+instr.in white both sides, flat base with white coversheet, straight cut, #  8

KLM Netherlands eu blue paper bag, white waves, instr.+logo+skyteam on flat base, man above, no star in gusset # 14

KLM Netherlands eu paper blue bag,no name+logo, inst.in white both sides, zig-zag cut, flat base with white coversheet # 21

KLM Netherlands eu glossy blue with white information on both sides, no indication on KLM, straight cut, flat base with white cover sheet # 22



KLM Netherlands eu white+blue paper bag, destinations Cairo-Delhi-Seoul  identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu white+blue paper bag, destinations London-Paris-Tokyo, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu white+blue paper bag, destinations Dallas-Milan-Oslo, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu  glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations Dallas-Milan-Oslo, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations Cairo-Delhi-Seoul  identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations London-Paris-Tokyo, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Dest.1-3

KLM Netherlands eu dark blue bag both sides with light blue flower with smaller blossoms , flat base with KLM+Skyteam-logo +instruct.in blue,serrated cut flowers

KLM Netherlands eu dark blue bag both sides with light blue flower with 2 larger blossoms , flat base with KLM+Skyteam-logo +instruct.in blue,serrated cut flowers

KLM Netherlands eu dark blue bag both sides with light blue flower with 2 blossoms+leafs , flat base with KLM+Skyteam-logo +instruct.in blue,serrated cut flowers

KLM Netherlands eu FSC Label in one gusset, glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations Cairo-Rome-Kiev, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Hecht Dest.

KLM Netherlands eu FSC Label in one gusset, glossy white+blue paper bag, destinations Cairo-Rome-Kiev, identical on both sides, name+logo on flat base, serrated cut Hecht Dest.

KLM Cityhopper Netherlands eu white paper,blue name and logo on front below and on flat base,basic in both gussets,straight cut #  1

KLM Cityhopper Netherlands eu glossy blue bag with white logo+name, cigarette and ashtray as picture, blue star low in gussets, serrated cut,flat base #  2

KLM Cityhopper Netherlands eu blue glossy bag with cigarette on both sides, flat base, blue star in gussets 10,5 cm from bottom, serrated cut #  5

KLM UK Netherlands eu blue glossy paper bag with white name, logo on both sides, flat base, blue star in gussets #  1

Korean Air Korea as blue, logo, name and instructions in white on front side, 2 vertical small white tabs #  1

Korean Air Korea as white, logo+name+instuctions in blue on front side, bag is wider, blue bar right hand side #  3

Korean Air Korea as blue glossy bag, logo+name in white on front side, instruct.and 2 vertical wires on rear,text on rear 2,4 cm high #  4

Korean Air Korea as blue glossy bag, logo+name in white on front side, instruct.and 2 vertical wires on rear,text on rear 2,4 cm high #  5

Korean Air Korea as light blue+grey+white paper bag, name with skyteam logo on front, on back 2 vertical tabs + instr.low right corner, open gussets,tear off strip #  8

Krasair Russia eu white glossy bag,name+logo+instr.in blue on front side,arrow in circle right corner,thumbh, pointy base, x

Kunming Airline China as white and yellow paper bag, on front name+logo, open gussets, tear off strip, straight cut #  1

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as blue paper, name+logo in white on both sides, vertical tab, zig zag cut #  1

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as white paper, name in English and Arab, blue and black stripes on both sides, Waste bag on top of front side,vertical tab,flat base,zig-zag #  2

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as blue with name+logo+instr.on both sides, horiz.wire, prod.Kard-o-seal right gusset #  3

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as blue glossy bag with  name+logo+instr.in white on both sides, vertical tab,flat base, prod.Kard-o-seal right gusset,straight cut #  5

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as white paper, logo+name like Hecht 2 but with tear off stripe, straight cut #  6

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as white paper, name in English and Arab, blue and black stripes on both sides, Waste bag on top of both sides,vertical tab,flat base,zig-zag #  7

Kuwait Airways Kuwait as blue glossy bag with name+logo+instr.on both sides, vertical tab, prod.Kard-o-seal right gusset,flat base,serrated cut #  9

LAB Lloyd Aero Boliviano Bolivia am on front half blue and white, name in white and logo in blue, horicontal wire , #  2

Laker Airways UK eu white bag, name+logo in black+red, plain rear, pointy base, size 15,3x 28,6 cm #  2

LAM Linhas Aereas de Mocambique af white glossy paper, red+blue lines, blue name in red bar, plain back,flat base, straight cut #  4

LAM Linhas Aereas de Mocambique af white  paper, red+blue lines, white name+logo in red bar , plain back,flat base with cover sheet, straight cut, #  5

LanChile Chile am veryglossy stiff paper bag, size 29,3x12,5 cm, on front name +pinguine+instr.plain back, lateral tab, thumbhole,straight cut # 10

Lao Airlines Laos as blue+white paper bag, name+logo in white field, identical on both sides, flat base, prod.from Vietnam in left gusset, vertical tab, #  11

Lao Aviation Laos as blue and white paper, with name and logo in red and blue on both sides #  1

Lauda Air Austria eu grey, white and red, red rectangel smaller, logo red on white #  1

Lauda Air Austria eu grey white stiff paper,white name+ logo in red bar, flat base with CS KoP as producer, grey field smaller #  3

Lauda Air Austria eu grey white stiff paper, name in red bar, red logo, like Hecht 1 but grey field longer #  4

Libyan Airlines Libya af white paper bag with name+logo min middle plus ornaments on top and base, identical on both sides, tear off strip, open gusets # 8

Lion Airlines Indonesia as white+light blue and deep blue lionon front, white name on both sides, flat base #  1

Lion Group Indonesia as red+white thin paper, plaine+name on front, on back instr., tear off strip, flat base in red with name+logo, ,red tear off strip #  9

Lithuanian Airlines Lithuania eu white, name and logo in light blue on front side, pointy base, in right gusset Chinese characters #  1

Lithuanian Airlines Lithuania eu white paper,on both sides name in red+logo in grey, stars in gussets #  2

Livingston Compagnia AereaItaly eu white paper bang with name+ logo-flying bird- in blue+green on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Livingston Energy Flight Italy eu white glossy bag, name+logo(drawing of a person) in grey on both sides, on back grey bar, open gusset,pointy base #  2

Loong Air China as white paper bag with light blue printing with name+logo, no text under Loonggair,on back on low part blue ornaments, open gussets  no producert, tear off strip #  3

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu thin white paper, blue clouds,brown peel of strip, flat base with CS, straight cut #  3

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white glossy paper,flat base+coversheet,blueclouds, blue sticker on front, zig-zag  #  4b

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white glossy bag with blue name+clouds, coversheet, green peel off sticky strip,serrated cut #  5

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white stiff paper, blue clouds with big dots, pointy base, straight cut # 10



LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white paper bag, small blue name+logo on top on both sides,flat base, zig-zag cut # 13

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu tall and glossy white paper bag, on front blue name+logo in lower part, plain back, pointy base, straight cut # 25

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white paper bag, on front grey lines, plain back, on flat base Welcome aboard+ name+logo, flat base upside down # 31a

LOT Polish Airlines Poland eu white glossy paper, blue clouds, blue sticker on back side, like Hecht 4a but straight cut x

Lotus Air Egypt af dark blue bag, flat base, white name+logo in white on front side,instr.on back +vertical tab, glass&glass in gusset,straight cut #  4

LTE Spain eu white bag, purple square with white name on both sides, stars in gussets, serrated cut #  2

LTE Spain eu white paper, logo+name in green on both sides, green star in gussets, flat base, serrated cut #  4

LTU Germany eu white paper, logo in red upside down on one side, no wires, pointy base, straight cut #  2

LTU Germany eu white, logo in red upside down on one side, no wires pointy base #  3

LTU Germany eu white, logo and name in red on the bottom, no manufact in gusset, zig-zag cut #  4

LTU Germany eu white, logo and name in red on the bottom, red point+ ACS in the gusset, small wire #  5

LTU Germany eu white, logo and name in red on the bottom, red point in the gusset, small wire #  6

LTU Germany eu blue with white clouds, logo in red on both sides #  7

LTU Germany eu plain white paper, on flat base red rektangle+white LTU, in right gusset top logo a of producer , straight  cut # 11

LTU Germany eu white glossy paper bag, at bottom LTU in red area upside down, pointy base, straight cut, plain back # 15

LTU Germany eu plain white paper, on flat base red rektangle+white LTU, in right gusset top logo a of producer , serrated cut # 18

LTU Germany eu glossy white bag,red LTU on CS of flat base, logo+ACS Germany in right gusset # 20

LTU Germany eu paper bag, LTU in red field upside down, size 13,1x24,1 cm, pointy base, plain back # 25

LTU LTS Lufttransport Süd Germany eu white glossy paper without printing but on flat base with CS red LTU and light blue LTS #  1

L'TUR Germany eu purple red paper bag with white printing "Willkommen zurück im Alltag, flat base with CS, serrated cut #  1

Lufthansa Germany eu blue, logo in white on both sides, no name ,2 white horizontal stripes both sides #  ?

Lufthansa Germany eu brown bag, white Lufthansa left corner, PE-foil integrated, brown flat base coverage #  1

Lufthansa Germany eu half blue and white +a blue vertical stripe, Lufthansa in blue  on flat base, prod. ELAG in right gusset,serrated cut #  2

Lufthansa Germany eu blue, logo in white on both sides, in the fold Lufthansa #  5

Lufthansa Germany eu dark grey, white LH logo right corner, coversheet same colour, straight cut #  7

Lufthansa Germany eu light grey, white LH logo right corner,coversheet on flat base same colour, zig zag cut # 17

Lufthansa Germany eu medium grey, LH logo right, , coversheet on flat base same colour, straight cut # 18

Lufthansa Germany eu blue, logo in white on both sides, no name ,2 white horizontal stripes both sides # 19

Lufthansa Germany eu brown glossy paper, Lufthansa lower left corner,flat base with glossy brown cover sheet, straight cut # 20

Lufthansa Germany eu white paper bag, logo in grey on both sides, no name ,on flat base number+LSG SKY Chefs Catering, , serrated cut # 34

Lufthansa Germany eu white glossy paper bag, logo in grey on both sides, no name ,on flat base number+LSG SKY Chefs Catering, , serrated cut # 35

Lufthansa Germany eu white glossy paper bag, logo in grey on both sides, no name ,on flat base Spirant GmbH+Website, , serrated cut # 42

Lufthansa Germany eu blue, logo in white on both sides, no name ,2 white horizontal stripes both sides, flat base in white with LSG Sky Chefs Catering x

Luftwaffe Germany eu white, totally neutral without printing, one large wire on top x

Luxair Luxemburg eu white and light blue, name and logo on both sides, blue star in both gussets, serrated cut, no verical tab #  4

Luxair Luxemburg eu turquoise blue, name+logo in right corner, horizontal wire, flat base white cover sheet #  6

Maersk Air Denmark eu blue, name and logo in blue and white on both sides, X&O- game on rear #  1

Maersk Air Denmark eu blue with name+logo in white, blue wings on front, x&o on rear, white coversheet #  4

Mahan Air Iran as half green and white, tear off strip in green and white, name on flat base #  2

MAI Myanmar Airways InternationalMyanmar as white paper bag, on front name+logo just in blue, plain back with vertical tab, on flat base web- addresses #  4

Malaysia Airlines Malaysia as white + grey paper bag, name+logo on front side+ornaments on both sides, red tear off strip, open gussets, straight cut # 17

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu white paper with lots of names+ planes in blue on both sides, flat base #  2

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu white paper, on front name+logo+pictures+instructions in blue +red, plain rear #  3

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu green+dark green bag with flat base, cross+3 bars both sides, no name+logo #  4

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu white+blue paper bag, in white field MALEV Hungarian Airlines larger letters, vertical tab on back, flat base, serrated cut #  6

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu white+blue glossy bag, on front side in blue instr.+name+logo in small but bold letters,plaqin rear with vertical tab,serrated cut #  7

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu white and blue, Name and logo in blue on front side #  9

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu green+blue bag, no name or logo, green cross on both sides, flat base, vertical tab # 11

Malev Hungarian Airlines Hungary eu green+white paper bag, on front in green field Waterproof, flat base with logo in white, serrated cut # 13

Mali Air Express Mali af very glossy paper bag, name+logo+address in blue on front side, pointy base, straight cut, large size 28,8x13,6 cm, plastic bag inside #  2

Malindo Malaysia as white paper bag, on front middle red name+logo of lion like Lion air, open gussets, on back tear off, #  1



Mandala Indonesia as white plastic, with black and grey points, name +logo in black on side #  2

Mandarin Taiwan as whiteglossy paper with blue logo, no name, light blue cubes, tear off strip,open gussets, straight cut #  1

Manx Airlines UK eu white glossy paper with name+logo in a green bar, plain rear, pointy base, lateral tab #  1

Manx Airlines UK eu white plastic bag with logo, name+inform.in green+black on front sides, adhes.strip,20,8x28,6 cm #  4

Manx Airlines UK eu white glossy paper with name+logo in a green bar, plain rear, pointy base, lateral tab #  5

Martinair Netherlands eu paper bag,red logo and blue name on white ground, disposal bag in 4 languages; 2 on eachside,flat base, small star in gussets,serrrated cut #  2

Martinair Netherlands eu white paper, name+logo+aeroplane in red+black onboth sides, #  3

Martinair Netherlands eu white glossybag,on both sides a fine black frame with black name+orange logo, flat base with CS plus KoS- Beutel, straight cut #  7

Martinair Netherlands eu white bag with blue upper field, name+logo in blue+red on both sides, flat base with kauwgom+ chewing gum, blue small star in gussets # 11

Martinair Netherlands eu very glossy white paper bag, lower part name Martinair your choice+logo, identical on both sides, flat base with name+logo,serrated cut # 13

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white glossy bag, red tear off stripe, ELAG on flat base 3,0 cm, name+logo in grey #  2

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as same as above, but on bottom specially produced for Malaysia Airlines #  3

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white glossy bag, large ornament in grey on both sides,logo in the middle, Elag on flat base high, serrated cut, vertical tab #  4

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white, grey logo on front side, Producer ELAG on bottom, wie Hecht 3 aber 3,5 cm up topside down #  7

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white paper,on front side name+logo in grey, on back instr. On flat base specially produced for Malaysia Airlines,red tear off strip,serrated #  8

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white glossy, grey logo on both sides,front side in English back in Malaian, Producer ELAG on bottom 3,5 cm, serrated cut # 11

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white glossy bag on both sides black name+golden logo on top, below red-yellow-red stripes, on flat base ELAG in red, serrated cut # 14

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white paper bag,name+logo+instr.in Malai+English on front side, grey area with white lines on both sides, red tear of stripe, serrated cut # 21

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white paper with blue print, logo low right corner,4 grey lines, on back instr.in 2 lang.+ verical tab, blue tear off strip, open gussets, serrated cut, # 25

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as white paper with blue print, logo low right corner in grey,4 grey lines, on back instr.in 2 lang.+ verical tab, blue tear off strip, open gussets, serrated cut, # 26

MAS Malaysian Airline SystemMalaysia as very glossy white bag,on both sides logo+instr.in grey, vertical wire,flat base, straight cut, ACS in left gusset, like Hecht 10 but glossy x

MEA Middle Eastern Airline Libanon as white, red name and logo on both sides, both longer than above #  3

Meridiana Italy eu purple blue paper, name in white, red logo, on both sides #  2

Meridiana Italy eu white, red logo and black name with red information on front side, pointy base, name + logo+information on back low., straight cut #  7

Meridiana Italy eu white glossy bag, both sides name in black+red ball, flat base with instr. Valontan advertisment # 11

Meridiana fly Italy eu glossy white paper bag, red logo + black Meridiana+red fly on both sides, on back vertical tab, flat base, serratd cut #  1

Merpati Indonesia as 50% green-blue, 50% white bag, on flat base name+logo in white in green field #  1

Merpati Indonesia as white milky plastic bag, on front name+logo in black bold letters,on back small wire attached , plain back, straight cut, pointy base #  9

Mexicana Mexico am stiff paper ,on both sides name+logo in red, seat occupied in English on back smaller in Spanish ,lateral tab1 wire flat base+CS #  2a

Mexicana Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+occupied in blue both sides, PF 53974556left, straight cut #  9

Mexicana Mexico am white plastic, name+logo+occupied in blue both sides, PAD symbol,below PF 53-62-57-19in right low corner straight cut # 14

Mexicana Mexico am long plastic bag, on front name+logo+field with com. in deep blue, on back name+logo+pikogramm+PF 53625719+recycling logo,straight cut # 17

MIAT  Mongolian Airlines Mongolia as white bag, on front blue frame with name+logo in blue, pointy base, plain rear #  2

MIAT  Mongolian Airlines Mongolia as white bag, on front blue frame with name+logo in blue A with red square, open gusset, plain rear with1 vertical tab #  6

MIAT  Mongolian Airlines Mongolia as white paper, on front bluename+logo, blue tear off strip, on back web address, pen gussets, vertical tab, #  9

MIAT  Mongolian Airlines Mongolia as white paper, on front bluename+logo, blue tear off strip, on back web address, open gussets, vertical tab, # 10

Modiluft India as white paper, logo+name in blue on front side, blue,golden+grey stripes on both sides x

Monarch Airways UK eu white plastic, on front black logo and instruction, black+yellow stripes/ adhesive strip, size 30x20 cm, but black bar upper left side #  2

Monarch Airways UK eu white plastic, on front black logo and instruction, black+yellow stripes/ adhesive strip, size 30x20 cm #  8

Monarch Airways UK eu white plastic, on front black logo and instruction, black+yellow stripes/ adhesive strip, size 23x20,5cm,black bar left # 15

Myair Italy eu white glossy paper bag, red name+green logo on both sides, flat base, serrated cut, #  1

Myanma Airways Myanmar as white thin paper bang, on front blue print in 2 languages, plain back,pointy base, plastic bang inside #  6

MyTravel Airways UK eu white and blue paper bag, name in white at bottom right, pointy base #  1

Nationair Canada am white glossy bag, name+logo in grey+red on both sides, horizontal wire, flat base with cover sheet,straight cut #  1

Nationair Canada am white glossy bag, rose+logo in grey+red on both sides, instr.in English+French, horizontal wire, flat base , serrated cut,star in gussets #  3

Necon Air Nepal as stiff white bag, blue name+logo+instr. On front side, flat base with coversheet, horiz.wire,close by… text 6,5 cm long #  1

Nesma Airlines Egypt af glossy grey paper bag withg name+logo in yellow, 6 pictograms for information, identical on both sides, in gussets, El Shehab Supply #  2

NFD Nürnberger FlugdienstGermany eu white paper with name+logo in black+orange on both sides, flat base, stars gusset #  1

NHT Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag with string pull, name,logo,instr.+manufact.in yellow+red #  1

Niki Austria eu white paper with fly on bottom and Speißsackerl Sickbag in grey on top of both sides, pointy base, straight cut #  1

North West USA am deep blue paper bag, on top 2 white stripes 11+7 mm wide, lateral tab on front, pointy base, on back vertical white stripe, straight cut #  1



North West USA am blue, information in white, no indication for North West,horiz.wire, zig zag cut, flat base #  4

North West USA am blue bag with white inst.but no name+logo, like Hecht1but white vertical stripe on rear #  9

Northeast Airline Inc. USA am stiff paper on front name+Gin Rummy Score Pad, plain rear, thgumbhole, flat base +CS with producer Arkell upside down,serrated cut #  1

Norwegian Norway eu white paper bag, both sides low name+logo in red field, in middle "In a while you will feel fine-bag", flat base, straight cut #  1

Norwegian Norway eu white glossy paper bag, on front name in blue+red com+red line, plain back, flat base, straight cut #  3

Norwegian Norway eu glossy white paper bag, print + logo in red, identical on both sides, but on back P, pointy base, straight cut #  5

Nouvelair Tunesia af white paper, name and logo in blue and yello on both sides #  1

Nouvelair Tunisia af glossy grey bag,on both sides in darker grey name+logo, grey star in gusset, flat base, serrated cut #  2

Novair Sweden eu glossy white paper bag, blue name+orange logo on top of front side, plain bak, pointy base. #  5

Oasis Hongkong Hong Kong as white glossy bag, red field with name, at top ...just in case,on back name.com, tear off strip, straight cut,open gusset with cross right #  2

Oasis International Airlines Spain eu white plastic bag with logo, name and information in blue on both sides, adhesive tape, straight cut #  5

Ocean Air Brazil am white plastic bag with pull strings, name+logo in red under instr.in black, no yellow, plain rear,no black bar low right corner #  5

Olympic Air Greece eu half less deep blue+white with blue name+logo in white field, same on back with smaller Olympic, pointy base, perlek in right gusset #  2

Olympic Airlines Greece eu very glossy bag in white+light blue, thicker PE foil inside, in right gusset Perlek as prod. Pointy base, straight cut # 18

Olympic Airlines Greece eu blue+white paper bag, name in white, manufact.Perlek in gusset, pointy base # 14

Olympic Airlines Greece eu  glossy blue+white paper bag, name in white, manufact.Perlek in gusset, pointy base, identical on both sides # 16

Olympic Airlines Greece eu  glossy blue+white paper bag, name in white, manufact.Perlek in gusset, pointy base, identical on both sides # 16

Olympic Airways Greece eu glossy bag half blue+half white, flat base coversheet with Kard-o-Seal #  1

Olympic Airways Greece eu gloosy bag half blue+half white, flat base with ELAG 3,0 cm as producer #  2

Olympic Airways Greece eu white and light blue, name and logo on both sides, pointy base, Prod.Carl F Müller #  3

Olympic Airways Greece eu stiff glossy bag1/2 white+1/2 green blue,shorter=21,2cm, flat base+CS+Kard-o-seal,straight cut #  4

Olympic Airways Greece eu gloosy bag half blue+half white, flat base with  ELAG 3,5 cm  on flat base up, serrated cut #  8

Oman Air Oman as white paper, light green+green circles on both sides, flat base with name+prod.Helios, zig-zag cut #  4

Omni Air International USA am white paper bag, on front in brownish OAI Thank you for flying …plain back, flat base, serrated cut #  3

Onur Air Turkey as white paper, logo and name in red and blue on both sides, SEM in gusset slightly higher #  3

Onur Air Turkey as white paper, on both sides above the middle name in blue+ red logo, flat base,zig-zag cut, prod. SEM at the base in both gussets #  4

Onur Air Turkey as white paper, on both sides above the middle name in blue+ red logo, flat base,zig-zag cut, prod. SEM with website in both gussets #  6

Onur Air Turkey as white paper, on both sides above the middle name in blue + light grey+ red logo, flat base,zig-zag cut, prod. SEM with website in both gussets #  6b

Orion Airways UK eu beige bag with name in orange and white,brown+orange bars on both sides, star #  1

PanAM USA am blue, waste bag+ logo in white on both sides, horicontal wire, manufa.KoS Neuwied in blue on CS of flat base, lateral wire,straight cut #  2

PanAM USA am stiff light blue paper with horizontal wire, white waves + name, plain rear, no manufact. #  3

PanAM USA am grey, logo, name+ instructions in white on front side, horzontal wire,flat base #  4

PanAM USA am same as above but on flat base blue Kard-o-Seal #  6

PanAM USA am blue, logo, name in white on front side, wire on top, flat base with grey KardoSeal #  9

PanAM USA am light blue paper with black printing of instr.in 6 languages, no name+logo, plain back, flat base  with cs, in right gusset VP Papier, lateral tab # 14

Pantanal Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic with pull strings, name+instr.  in blue, logo in orange+blue, name in right low corner without rcycling logo #  6

Pantanal Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic with pull strings, name+instr.  in blue, logo in orange+blue, name in right low corner without rcycling logo #  6

Paramount Airways India as deep red+white bag, name+logo in white field on front side, prod.Shilpa in right gusset, lateral tab, flat base with CS, straight cut #  1

Paramount Airways India as deepsprenkled red+white bag, name+logo in white field on front side,slightly smaller prod.Shilpa in right gusset, lateral tab, flat base with CS, straight cut #  2

Passaredo Brazil am milky plastic bag with drawstrings, black name+yellow logo,instr.in grey instr English+Spanish instruction same length.,size 15,5x26 cm plain back,grey bar low right corner #  5

Pegasus Turkey as white paper bag, name in red, instr.in black, plain back with red bar low, open gussets, small e in right gusset, straight cut #  2

People Airways USA am stiff more  white than beige paper bag with brown name+logo just on front side, flat base with coversheet #  2

PGA Portugalia Airlines Portugal eu grey paper, logo and name in black on both sides, black star in gussets, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Philippine Airlines Philippines as grey, logo and name in white on both sides, small wire on top #  1

Philippine Airlines Philippines as blue+white bag, name+logo+Tranquit traveller on both sides, zig-zag cut, flat base #  2

Philippine Airlines Philippines as blue and white bag, logo+name in blue +purple in the middle of both sides,tear off strip,flat base, serrated cut, #  9

Philippine Airlines Philippines as white+blue paper,Tranquil Traveller+name+logo+instr.in blue both sides, Ariel-Letters,flat base,zig-zag cut, tear off strip,adhesive tab. # 10

PIA Pakistan International Pakistan as white very glossy paper, logo+instr. In different greens, no instr.on back,no manufact.in gusset, red vertical tab,left+right rimmed # 13

PIA Pakistan International Pakistan as paper bag divided in a lower light yellow and upper white part, name+ Great People to Fly With, in left gusset small green star # 25

Pluna Uruguay am white paper, yellow logo on front side, no name, no instr. #  1

Pluna Uruguay am white plastic,blue name+instr.+ logo on front side,logo above name,plain back,pull strings,instr.Spanish,Portugues,English #  9



Premiair Denmark eu logo and name on front side, pointy base, manufact. In both gusetts #  1

Privat Air Switzerland eu white paper,both sides small red logo+name on bottom, star on flat base,zig zag cut #  1

Privilege Style Spain eu white glossy stiff paper bag, on ront name in grey, plain back, pointy base, #  1

Qantas Australia as white paper, logo+name right bottom, left low bottom 4A10 instruction on top, black bar on rear #  4

Qantas Australia as white paperblack ,instr. Low+ logo+name right low corner, cangaroo with longer legs, instruction on top, prod.on back,open gussets #  8

Qantas Australia as photo bag, small name Qantas on rear bottom left, pointy base,Q1 15 March 2006 #  Q1

Qantas Australia as white glossy paper, black ,instr. Low+ logo+name right low corner, cangaroo with longer legs prod.on back,no black baropen gussets # 16

Qantas Australia as white paperblack ,instr. Low+ logo+name right low corner, cangaroo with longer legs, instruction on top, no prod.on back+ black bar,open gussets # 20

Qantas Australia as logo and name in red on front side,photo bag from National Photos,QF 02 offer ends 31.12. 2003 # QF 02

Qantas Australia as logo and name in red on front side,photo bag from National Photos,QF 03 # QF 03

Qantas Australia as red photo bag, left hand bottom name+logo of airline, National photos,offer 1.Juli 97 BW 97

Qantas Australia as photo bag from extra film in red,black+blue, Q4 Q4

Qantas Australien as photo bag extrafilm in red ,blue+black,no name or logo of Qantas, expiring date 30thApril 2007 G1 x

Qatar Airways Qatar as redbrown bag, flat base with logo, no name, instruc, producer CNT in gusset #  2

Qatar Airways Qatar as redbrown bag with white instr.in Arabic+English, logo on flat base, producer www.comet.aero in left gusset, serrated cut,Hand over #  6

Qatar Airways Qatar as redbrown bag with white instr.in Arabic+English, logo on flat base,, serrated cut,right gusset prod. ZBA,white bar 14 mm #  9

Qatar Airways Qatar as white paper bag, lower half with grey rosetts, brown bar+name+logo in brown+grey, tear of strip, vertical tab on back+instr. Serrated cut # 11

Qatar Airways Qatar as white paper bag with grey ornaments, brown vertical bar with logo 11,6cm long, identical on both sides, vertical tab on back, flat base, straight cut # 14

RNA Rhein Neckar Air Germany eu glossy white paper bag, on front in blue name fly RNA plus logo, plain back with vertical tab, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Royal Canada am white paper, name+logoon both sides,English+French instructionson front side #  1

Royal Air Maroc Marocco af white paper with red logo and name in english and Arab on both sides, star in gussets #  3

Royal Air Maroc Marocco af white glossy bag, red name+logo on both sides, red star in gussets, flat base, serrated cut #  4

Royal Air Maroc Morocco af white paper, red logo+name on front side, plain back,flat base with red star below, vertical wire, serrated cut, #  6

Royal Air Maroc Morocco af white glossy paper, name+logo in red front side, ACS Germany in gusset in right gusset, straight cut # 13

Royal Air Maroc Morocco af white paper, red name in 2 lines below larger logo on front side, plain back, red rosette in left gusset, flat base, straight cut # 15

Royal Brunei Brunei as white, name in black front side, on rear instruct. Brown tear off to open strip,straight cut, #  1

Royal Brunei Brunei as white, name in black front side, on rear instruct.brown tear off to open strip,serrated cut,small grey star in both gussets, flat base #  3

Royal Brunei Brunei as white paper, yellow+grey stripe  and name in black on front side,flat base with Helios, serrated cut #  4

Royal Brunei Brunei as beige paper bag, on front no name+logo but  Air Sickness Bag with Feel Better, on back, adhesive tape, tear off strip, flat base # 10

Royal Jordanian Jordan as white paper, name+logo in grey on front side, flat base with ELAG3,0 cm down, topside down, vertical tab,serrated cut   #  1

Royal Jordanian Jordan as white glossy paper, name+logo in grey on front side, flat base with 3,5  cm ELAG low,upside down vertical tab, serrated cut #  8

Royal Jordanian Jordan as paper bag with white+grey sectors on both sides, no name+logo, inst.in 3 language on both sides, flat base, vertical tab,star in gusset #  9

Royal Nepal Airlines Nepal as white glossy bag, name+instru.in blue+red, Call cabincrew for disposal, blue star in gussets, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Ryan Air Ireland eu photo bag, no name and logo of Ryan #  1

Sabena Belgium eu white and blue with clouds,name and logo in blue on both sides, star on flat base #  4

Sabena Belgium eu white paper, name in grey bottom left hand side, both sides, zig zag cut, flat base #  2

Sabena Belgian World AirlinesBelgium eu white paper,on both sides name in bluewith blue frame, flat base #  5

Sabena Belgian World AirlinesBelgium eu dark blue and white with name and logo in blue on both sides, #  6

Sabena Belgian World AirlinesBelgium eu glossy blue+white bag, name in blue in white area both sides, flat base with white cover #  8

Safi Airways Afghanistan as blue+white paper bag, blue logo+red name on both sides, 6 pictogramms on both sides in English and Afghan, flat base, vertical tab #  2

Sama Airlines Saudi Arabia as white paper bag one side with name+logo in Englisch, other side in Arabic, pointy base, straight cut #  2

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu half white half  dark blue with black dots, name in blue on white on both sides,3,5 cm  ELAG on base up #  1

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu grey, white strip on top with small SAS in grey, flat bottom with Elag, flat base down #  3

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu half grey half blue, name Scandinavian in one fold #  5

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu blue+grey bag, Scandinavian in on gusset,flat base with ELAG 2,5 cm, serrated cut #  6

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu paper half blue-half white, flat base with producer ELAG 3,5 cm up topside down, #  8

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu blue+white glossy bag, SAS high right corner, on flat base low ELAG +address 3,5 cm up topside down, serrated cut # 11

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu glossy bag, blue field with black dots,blue name+logo like Hecht4 but ELAG smaller # 13

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu glossy bag,deep blue field with black dots,blue name+logo like Hecht4 but Switzerland  1,6 cm on flat base down # 14

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu blue+grey paper bag, red tear off strip, Scandinavian in right gusset, serrated cut, flat base , no producer # 18

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu glossy grey bag, white strip on top with small SAS in grey, flat base with Elag 3,5 cm up, folding down # 20



SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu brown glossy paper, Our Multi- Bang with colourful flowers, light blue tear off strip, flat base, # 21

SAS Scandinavian Air SystemsDenmark eu glossy bag in different shades in blue, SAS in the middle, identical on both sides, tear off strip, flat base, serrated cut # 28

SATA Air Acores Portugal eu milky plastic bag, SATA Air Acores in a frame on front side,on back instr.all in grey, adhesive paper on front side, serated cut #  1

SATA Air Acores Portugal eu milky plastic bag, Grupo SATA in blue on front side,on back instr.ain blue,adhesive paper on front side, serrated cut,pointy bottom #  7

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as white and blue,on both sides logo and instruct.in blue,name on flat base, tear off strip #  1

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as blue+white glossy bag, logo +instr.in 4 languages on front side, name+logo in white on blue flat base, verical tab,serrated cut,tear off stri #  5

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as white and green, name and logo in green on both sides+on flat base,in left gusset ACS Germany, straight cut #  6

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as white and green, name,7,6cm and logo in green on both sides,green name+logo on flat base,SDS Germany in leftgussets,serrated cut # 11

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as greenish paper bag with beige printing, logo left high corner, identical on both sides, flat base, right guset prod..Pap/Pe, white tear off strip # 20

Saudia  Saudi Arabian AirlinesSaudi Arabia as greenish paper bag with beige printing, logo left high corner, ilike # 20 but producer excelsior on flat base,  flat base, # 24

Shandong Airlines China as white paper bag, on front blue field+bar with white clean bag, low name in yellow+blue, open gussets, tear off strip #  5

Shandong Aviation Group China as name, logo and clean bag in english and chinese on one side #  1

Shanghai Airlines China as grey and pink waves,name+logo in red, tear off strip, plain back, small cross in gussets, straight cut,adhesive paper on back #  3

Shanghai Airlines China as glossy white paper, name+logo in red,waves in grey+pink, instr.in black, tear off strip, on back at bottom small black bar+cross,pointy base #  7

Shanghai Airlines China as glossy white paper, name+logo in red,waves in grey+pink tear off strip, info as A Star Alliance Member,back with black bar no plus + #  9

Shanghai Airlines China as glossy white paper, name+logo in red,waves in grey+pink, tear off strip, info as A Star Alliance Member,pointy base,tear off sticky strip # 10

Shanghai Airlines China as  white paper, name+logo in red, no Star Alliancewaves in grey+pink,at back at bottom  red bar,3 crosses in open gussets prod. shzhongzheng # 13

Shanghai Airlines China as  white paper, name+logo in red, no Star Alliancewaves in grey+pink,at back at bottom  red bar,1 cross in open gussets prod. shzhongzheng # 13/1

Shanghai Airlines China as  white paper, name+logo in red, no Star Alliancewaves in grey+pink,at back at bottom  red bar,2 crosses in open gussets prod. shzhongzheng # 13/2

Shanghai Airlines China as  white paper, name+logo in red, no Star Alliancewaves in grey+pink,at back at bottom small red bar,in open gusset joyum + larger numbers # 15

Shenzhen Airlines China as white paper, logo,name and Instruction in blue on one side,Tear off to open #  1

Shenzhen Airlines China as diagonal white+blue paper bag with name+logo in white in the blue area, plain rear,prod.in right gusset #  6

Shenzhen Airlines China as white paper,on front in blue name+logo+inst.+vertical lines,tear off to open strip,pointy base,no prod. #  8

Shenzhen Airlines China as White paper, yellow area i n the middle with logo+inst.name in in white field low, latin name+Chinese symbols as longno printing on back just the yellow field,tear to open strip# 13

Shenzhen Airlines China as greenish paper bag, white logos on both sides, frame with white field Clean Bag, open gussets # 18

Shorouk Air Egypt af white paper, on both sides name and logo in purple and orange #  1

Sichuan Airlines China as whitepaper, on front logo,name+inst.in blue, pointy base, tear off strip, prod.in gusset #  2

Sichuan Airlines China as whitepaper, on front logo,name+inst.in blue, pointy base, tear off strip,design same as Hecht 2 but no prod.in gusset x

Silk Air Singapore as white paper bag, low right corner logo+name in green+blue in rectangle, on back logo too+ instr.tear off strip, vertical tab, serrated cut, #  6

Silk Air Singapore as whiteglossy paper bag, low right corner logo+name in green+blue in rectangle, on back logo too+ instr.tear off strip, bold letters vertical tab, serrated cut, #  7

Singapore Airlines Singapore as diagonal sectors in dark and light blue, white logo right corner,  prod.right gusset #  1

Singapore Airlines Singapore as darker colours, dark blue perforation to open before use, Airsickness/ litter #  2

Singapore Airlines Singapore as glossy blue yellow and white, name and smaller logo in white in blue sector on both sides,Elag 3,5 cm on base, down #  4

Singapore Airlines Singapore as blue yellow and white, name and logo in white in blue sector on both sides,Elag onbase #  5

Singapore Airlines Singapore as glossy bag, 80% blue field with white name+yellow logo, yellow horizontal stip, rest white, 3,5 cm ELAG in blue on flat base,serrated cut #  6

Singapore Airlines Singapore as darker colours, dark blue perforation to open before use, Litter disposal/Airsicknessbag #  7

Singapore Airlines Singapore as diagonal sectors in dark and light blue, logo in white on the bottom, ELAG left gusset #  8

Singapore Airlines Singapore as glossy bag, 80% blue field with white name+yellow logo, yellow horizontal stip, rest white, 1,7cm ELAG Switzerland in blue on flat base,serrated cut # 10

Singapore Airlines Singapore as diagonal sectors in dark+light blue, tear off strip, like Hecht? butELAG in left gusset, # 14

Singapore Airlines Singapore as deep+light blue paper bag in diagonal, front white logo+ at top litter disposable/Airsickness bagno bold letters clear printing, zig-zag cut, # 16

Singapore Airlines Singapore as deep+light blue paper bag in diagonal, on front side white logo+ at top litter disposable/Airsickness bag in sharp clear printing, zig-zag cut, # 18

Singapore Airlines Singapore as glossy bag,  on both sides 70%  blue bag with large logo+name in white, rest yellow stripe rest white, serrated cut, flaz base with ELAG # 19

Singapore Airlines Singapore as  glossy,diagonal sectors in dark+light blue but longer and ACS+ logo in the right gusset, zig zag cut # 21

Singapore Airlines Singapore as light+dark blue diagonal, small white logo right bottom, white flat base, logo+ACS in right gusset, straight cut vertical tab # 22

Singapore Airlines Singapore as deep blue+light blue diagonal divided, small logo low right side, flat base with ELAG Switzerland, vertcal tab, straight cut # 23

Singapore Airlines Singapore as deep+light blue paper bag in diagonal, on front  white logo,tear off tab, big Litter Disposal/ Airsickness Bag serrated cut # 27

Singapore Airlines Singapore as blue paper bag, identical both sides, flat base, vertical tab on back, tear off strip # 29

Singapore Airlines Singapore as design like # 29 but glossyblue paper bag,white logo in middle of bag ident. both sides, flat base, vertical tab on back, tear off To open strip # 30

SKY Japan as yellow bag with white name+instr.+stars on front, and stars on back, open gussets, tear off strip #  1

SKY (Skymark Airlines) Japan as yellow bag with white name+instr.+stars on front, and stars on back, open gussets, tear off strip #  3

SKY (Skymark Airlines) Japan as yellow bag with white name+instr.+stars on front, and stars on back, open gussets, tear off strip #  3



Sky Airlines Turkey as white glossy paper bag, name in blue+internet address +Smile in the sky on front side,open gussets, on back blue bar with 2006 #  2

Sky Airlines Turkey as white glossy paper bag, name in blue+internet address +Smile in the sky on front side,open gussets, on back blue bar no number #  3

Sky Airlines Turkey as white glossy paper bag, name in blue+internet address +Smile in the sky on front side,open gussets, on back blue bar close to bottom x

Sky Work Airlines Switzerland eu deep blue paper bag with white name+green logo, on back light blue ornament, light green gussets, flat base with name, serrated cut #  1

Sky Work Airlines Switzerland eu glossy white paper bag, green logo+ black name+two curved lines, identical on both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  2

SKYJET Philippines as white long paper bag, on front name+logo in deep blue+blue, plain back with small adhes.tape, flat base with cover sheet #  1

SOL linhas aereas Brazil am plastic with pull strings, on front deep blue with white name+logo in light blue+red+yellow+istructions, plain white bag #  1

Solaseed Air Japan as light green paper bag, on front name+logo in white, "Seed Smiles in the Sky", open gussets, tear off strip #  1

South African Airways South Africa af white paper,logo and name in bleu on both sides, blue pictures on rear, flat base with CS, zig-zag cut #  3

South African Airways South Africa af white paper with blue-grey printing+logo+name on front, 6 pictograms on back, Helios on flat base, vertical tab, straight cut, # 12

South African Airways South Africa af white paper,logo and name + grey palm tree in bleu on both sides, blue pictures on rear, pointy base, Helios in left gusset, serrated cut cut # 19

Southwest Airlines USA am stiff paper bag,front sid aeroplane+name+inform, back Sick of your job in red, lateral tab, flat base+small CS, serrated cut #  1

Spanair Spain eu white, blue and orange name and logo on both sides #  1

Spanair Spain eu white, blue and orange name and logo+ com. on both sides, star alliance member, tel#, flat base,small star in gussets, serrated cut #  6

Spanair Spain eu light blue, name and logo in white on both sides, Member of the SAS group #  7

Spanair Spain eu white, blue and orange name and logo on both sides, but smaller, english+spanish, flat base, blue star in gussets, serrated cut #  8

Spicejet India as white glossy bag, internet name+ grey dots on both sides, flat base,long bag29,2x11 cm, flat base+CS,peel off sticky tape,straight cut #  2

Spicejet India as glossy bag, small name +com plus dods in orange-yellow  both sides, Things you can is smaller, no gap betw.Eat+Drink, Line drink 2,9cm #  7

Spicejet India as paper bag, small name +com plus dods in brown  both sides, Things you can is smaller, gap betw.Eat+Drink, Line drink 2,7cm # 11

Spicejet India as paper bag, small name +com plus dods in orange-yellow  both sides, Things you can is smaller, gap betw.Eat+Drink, Line drink 2,7cm x

Spring Airlines China as white paper, on front name+logo+instr.+aeroplane in green+ www.springairlines.com,open gussets ,tear off strip, straight cut, no producer #  3

Sriwijaya Air Indonesia as red plastic bag with lots of golden names+logos on both sides, instr.in white on one side together with wrap around wire, pointy base #  3

Sriwijaya Air Indonesia as blue white+golden plastic bag,identical on both sides, pointy base, wire for closure attached #  6

Sriwijaya Air Indonesia as blue white+golden plastic bag,identical on both sides, just Airsickness Bagpointy base, wire for closure attached #  7

Star Airlines France eu white glossy paper, logo in blue 4,8cm long on both sides, stars in both gussets #  2

Sterling Airways Denmark eu white+red,bag, lots of Sterling airways on both sides, pointy base, UNIBAG as prod. #  3

Sterling European Airways Denmark eu blue+red+white paper bag with many times  red S+blue Sterling on both sides, pointy base,on back at bottom prod.logo+waterproof #  5

Sterling European Airways Denmark eu white glossy bag,name+2 hearts in red on both sides,pointy base, straight cut #  6

Sudan Airways Sudan af white paper,on front side name+logo in blue+yellow, in gusset ordered by blue nile left 15,6cm+prod. 15,3cm in right gusset #  2

Sun Express Turkey as blue paper with white name in full white letters+logo on both sides, flat base,serrated cut, SEMplastic in both gussets #  2

Sun Express Turkey as glossy blue paper bag, name+logo in low right corner rest blue with white writing in different languages,identical on both sides, tear off #  3

Sun Express Turkey as blueglossy bag, name+logo in low right corner rest blue with white writing in different lang.,identical  both sides, tear off, prod. Dizayn right gusset #  5

Sun Express Turkey as glossy blue paper bag, name+logo in low right corner rest blue with white writing in different lang.,identical  both sides, tear off, prod. Dizayn right gusset #  5

Sunwing Airlines Canada am white paper back, in the middle name in blue+orange, identical on both sides, flat base, lateral tab #  1

Swiss Switzerland eu white bag, small red square with white swiss in lower right corner,Air sickness bag in 4 lang.both sides,  flat base, vertical tab #  1

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu white paper with small red swiss- logo in right corner, Waste in 5 languages #  2

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu photobag Classic+Digitalpreis 1/2 with 2 red squares Swiss+International on top+smaller on back, BO1601, straight cut,pointy base #  4

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu white paper, red logo+name at botton in right corner, with small red crosses, identical on both sides, pointy base, straight cut , dist.+to text 0,8 cm #  5

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu white paper, red logo+name at botton in right corner, with small red crosses, Dist.+to Waste 24mm identical on both sides, pointy base, straight cut #  6

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu white paper with 2 small red swiss- logos in right corner, Waste in 5 languages  but bigger letters also on back,pointy base #  8

swiss International Air LinesSwitzerland eu glossy white paper bag, low part small Swiss International, on top Waste in 5 languages also on back, pointy base #  9

swiss International Air Lines Ltd.Switzerland eu glossy white paper bag, low left part small Swiss International, on top Waste plain back, pointy base # 10

Swissair Switzerland eu blue bag, Swissair in right gusset, on flat base Elag + Form 2312 both in upper part of flat base #  3

Swissair Switzerland eu paper bag,blue sky with clouds, name and Swiss cross right corner,flat base, zig zag cut #  7

Swissair Switzerland eu paper, half orange, half blue with clouds, flat base with name topside down # 10

Swissair Switzerland eu blue and white points creating a cloud, name+logo in red, zigzag cut,on flat base a-logo down # 12

Swissair Switzerland eu on both sides blue and white points creating a cloud, name+logo in red, flat base with a-logo, tear off strip, serrated cut,vertical tab # 15

Swissair Switzerland eu very glossy large paper bag, white+blue with white aeroplane in blue field, flat base with 2 logos+full name Elsaesser+address, serrated cut # 20

Syrianair Syria as white glossy paper bag,on front name in English+Arabic in bold letters+logo all in blue, plain back,pointy base,straight cut #  3

Syrianair Syria as white glossy bag, blue name+logo on both sides, SYRIANAIR Syrian arab Airlines as name, flat base, blue star in gusset, serrated cut #  8

TAAG Angola Airlines Angola af orange paper, name+logo on both sides,vertical tab, no manufacturer #  5



TACV Cabo Verde Airlines Cape Verde af very glossy paper bag, on front low name+ logo in blue+TAGV in red, pointy base, red symbol in left gusset, plain bag, straight cut #  4

TACV Cabo Verde Airlines Cape Verde af deep blue+green plastic bag with instruments, name+logo top right corner, plain back, peel off sticky strip, #  6

TAM Brazil am white plastic bag with lace, logo, red name +blue instr.grey filed with arrows #  1

TAM Brazil am white plastic bag with pull strings, logo, red name +blue instr in Portugues, English+ Spanish.left hand side grey field with arrows in blue + red, no prod. #  1

TAM Brazil am white and blue paper, with blue and red logo and symbols, on rear instructions in 6 languages, red star on flat base #  2

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name. No logo horizontal white separation of red and grey, instruct. in white, size 25,4x 15,5 cm #  5

TAM Brazil am red+silver plastic bag, text in Portuguesewith space character, first line 6,7 cm, space betrween red+silver part #  5

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name.no logo horizontal separation of red and silvergrey, smaller size 24,6x14,5;on back small prod.date # 15

TAM Brazil am red+silver plastic bag, text in Portuguese with no space character, first line 7,2 cm,  space betrween red+silver part, # 18

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name.no logo, white horiz. sep. of red and silver-grey, instruct. in white, smaller size 24x15,2,almost no wave in red # 19

TAM Brazil am red+silver plastic bag, text in Portuguese with no space character, first line 6,9cm, almost no white waves in red part space between red+silver part, # 19

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name.no logo, white horiz. sep. of red and silver-grey, instruct. in white, white wave in red field,round corners with lace # 20

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name.no logo,no silver-grey field anymore just red, instruct. in white, pull strings, round corners at top # 23

TAM Mercosur Paraguay am white plastic with lace and red printing on one side, size smaller with 21x14,4 cm, text longer, pull strings x

TAM Mercosur Paraguay am white plastic with lace and red printing on one side, size smaller with 21x14,4 cm, text longer, pull strings x

TAME Ecuador am white plastic bag,on front 4 aeroplanes in blue field, name+logo in right low corner,on back advertisment for mineral water # 15

TAME Ecuador am blue plastic bag with name+logo in black,3 lines of instr, prod.name Montgar left low corner+ black bar right low corner, size of bird 9,5cm # 18

TAME Ecuador am white plastic bag,on front name+logo in blue,right low corner SAB Catering Service, like # 19 but  on back producr Montgar # 22

TAP  Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 17x9cm+logo+name, A Star Alliance Partner on back 2 pict. 3,3 cmsmall with I+II,  O at ENJOOwith ^, adhesiv paper # 33

TAP  Portugal Portugal eu white paper bag with name+logo+star alliance … in black+grey high, identical on both sides, open gussets, straight cut # 36

TAP  Portugal Portugal eu white paper bag with name+logo+star alliance … in black+grey high, like # 36 but plain back with vertical tab,straight cut # 37

TAP  Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 16,6 x9,2cm+logo+name, back yellow bar low left corner ,2 pict. 3,3 cmsmall with I+II,  O at ENJOOwith ^, adhesiv paper x

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic,on front logo+instr.as pictures+ small bar in red, For Air Sickness 3,6 cm plain back.adhesive paper on top,straight cut #  5

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu white plastic,larger name in middle, wave cut, adhesive paper to close # 17

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 16,8x9cm+logo+name, on back 2 pict. 3,3 cmsmall with I+II, second O at ENJOO different, adhesiv paper # 18

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 16,8x9cm+logo+name, on back 2 pict. 3,3 cm small with I+II, ENJOO without ^ , adhesive paper # 22

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 16,8x9cm+logo+name, on back 2 pict. 4cm long without dotted line I+I, also ENJOO larger than at Hecht 18, adhesive paper # 29

TAP Air Portugal Portugal eu milky plastic, on front  green frame 15,8x9cm+logo+name, on back 2 pict. 3,3 cmsmall with I+II, O at ENJOO with ^ adhesive paper x

Tara Air Pvt.Ltd Nepal as white paper bag,on front instructions in yellow+green +name with logo, on back puking woman,prod.Rajesh Printers right gusset flat base with cover sheet, lateral tab #  2

TAROM Romania eu white with blue name and wing on both sides, star in the gussets #  1

TAROM Romania eu white paper with a blue rubber stamp with logo+name on front side, pointy base #  4

TAROM Romania eu white paper, blue name+logo on front side, pointy base, prod.in gusset, plain rear #  7

TAROM Romania eu white paper, name+air wing as logo in blue on both sides 5,5 cm from the top,zig zag cut,flat base, SEM as prod.low in both gussets # 11

TAROM Romania eu white glossy paper bag, on front name+logo+instr.in 3 languages in blue, plain rear, pointy base, straight cut,design like #8 # 13

TEA Switzerland Switzerland eu white bag with red TEA +grey Switzerland on bottom, pointy base, thumbhole, straight cut, plain back, use dip… 4,6 cm #  1

Ted Part of United USA am deep blue paper bag,on front in small black letters for motion sickness and refuse, flat base+CS, vertical tab, straight cut x

Thai Airways Thailand as white and maroon with  strip on top, logo on both sides, small wire on top,serrated cut #  3

Thai Airways Thailand as white+pink paper bag, logo+name both sides, tear off stripe, straight cut #  4

Thai Airways Thailand as same as before, but colour more in red-pink #  6

Thai Airways Thailand as same as above, but lighter purple and name of producer on bottom, 5-2003 #  7

Thai Airways Thailand as white and maroon with logo on both sides, vertical wire, no tear of strip # 10

Thai Airways Thailand as white glossy paper, 40% maroon,60% white with maroon logo logo on both sides, serrated cut,on flat base prod.logo Thailand 1-2005 # 15

Thai Airways Thailand as white with name+logo in purple on both sides, on base Cafrico BremenGermany # 18

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in silver,Vorapan in gusset # 20

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in paper,Y.N.S.Marketing March 2007 # 20

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in silver,Vorapan in gusset Jun 2006 # 20b

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in silver,Vorapan in gusset Sep 2006 # 20c

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in silver,Vorapan in gusset July 2006 # 20d

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in paper,Y.N.S.Marketing March 2007 # 21

Thai Airways Thailand as deep +light purple plastic bag, on both sides logo+name in deep purple, straight cut, welded flat base # 23

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, smooth as silk under Thai,vertical tab in paper,Y.N.S.Marketing March 2007 # 24



Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, vertical tab in paper,Y.N.S.Marketing April 2008 # 25

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, smooth as silk under Thai,vertical tab in paper,prod.Jinan July 2009 # 27

Thai Airways Thailand as glossy white paper bag, on front name+logo in violat high right corner, open gussets with producer MED- CON  left, tear off strip # 29

Thai Airways Thailand as white+deep purple bag, name+logo in purple in the white field, smooth as silk under Thai,,Y.N.S.Marketing Feb.2011 # 32a

Thai Airways Thailand as glossy white paper bag, on front name+logo in violat high right corner, open gussets with producer Jinan Xinshunyuan left, tear off strip # 33

Thai Pacific Airlines Thailand as white glosy bag, green name+logo on top of both sides, flat base, serrated cut, vertical tab #  1

Thomas Cook Airlines / CondorGermany eu very glossy white paper back, front side Thomas Cook Airlines, back Condor, flat base, serrated cut #  1

Thomas Cook Airlines BelgiumBelgium eu white glossy paper bag, on front blue name with line+aeroplane +10 years in yellow,, plain back, flat base, size 12,6x 23,8cm #  1

Thomas Cook Airlines BelgiumBelgium eu white paper bag, on front low name+logo inorange-yellow, plain back, flat base, serrated cut #  8

Thomas Cook Airlines ScandinaviaDenmark eu very glossy blue+white bag, name+logo low front side,pointy base, #  1

Tibet Airlines China as white paper bag, printing in gold with name+logo, identical on both sides , open gussets, in one gusset tidy man, tear off strip #  1

TMA Trans Maldivian AirwaysMaldives as white plastic bag, blue name+yellow logo on front side, plain rear, no clasp #  1

TMA Trans Maldivian AirwaysMaldives as white glossy bag,front side blue name+yellow logo,back blue instr.on top blue tear off strip,vertical tab,flat base+air sickness bag #  4

Trans Brasil Brazil am white plastic, logo+ information on front side in green,poliem as producer at bottom right corner, draw strings # 11

TransAer Irland eu white paper, blue name+logo on both sides, flat base, stars in gussets #  1

Transaero Airlines Russia eu white paper bag,on both sides blue name, logo in red and blue+blue diagonal lines, flat base, logo of prod.in both gussets,serrated cut #  1

Transaero Airlines Russia eu white paper bag,no name + logo,on both sides red+blue diagonal lines, open gussets, straight cut #  6

Transaero Airlines Russia eu thin glossy bag, blue+white+red vertical lines with white aeroplanes on both sides pointy base, straight cut #  8

TransAsia Airways Taiwan as white paper, name in chinese and english on purple ground, both sides #  3

TransAsia Airways Taiwan as glossy white bag,purple bar with name on front side+airsickness bag on back, tear off strip with arrows, adhesive tape #  4

TransAsia Airways Taiwan as very glossy white paper bag,  TransAsia + logo in brown-red on both sides, tear off strip in the same colour, open gussets, peel off strip on back #  8

Transavia Netherlands eu very glossy white bag, both sides,hand with bag+blue Transavia+green+blue logo on bottom, flat base, black star in gussets, serrated cut #  1

Transavia Netherlands eu white, with green and blue logo and name on both sides #  2

Transavia Netherlands eu white, name+logo in blue +green on both sides, flat base with logo+ Helios #  3

Transavia Netherlands eu white bag,both sides hand with bag+greenTransavia+ airplane on bottom, flat base with Coversheet, prod.logo in right gusset, straight cut #  5

Transavia Netherlands eu glossy paper bag, green field with white tail+ deep green name, identical on both sides,star in both gussets, flat base, #  6

Transavia Netherlands eu white glossy bag, blue +green name and logo "transavia.com, plain on rear, pointy base #  7

Transavia Netherlands eu very glossy paper bag, on front name in green+blue, disopsal bag, plain back,pointy base, sun+helios in left gusset # 13

Transavia Netherlands eu very glossy white bag, both sides hand with bag+green Transavia+green bar, flat base, black star in gussets, serrated cut # 14

Travel Service Czech Republiceu white stiff paper, on both sides travel in blue service in red, S between A+V, flat base +CS,  straight cut #  1

Travel Service Czech Republiceu white paper, on front at the bottom name +logo in red and blue, #  2

Trip Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic with blue name with I in light blue+logo+informat. on front side, pull strings,prod. Poliembalges right low corner #  4

Trip Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag, name+logo in blue on front side, instr.in Portuguese+English, pull strings, blue bar low left side #  6

TUI Germany eu white paper, blue sky with clouds,Gute Besserung and red logo of TUI on both sides, flat base, serrated cut,blue star in gussets #  1

TUI Germany eu plain white bag with red smile+star on flat base #  2

TUI Airlines Belgium Belgium eu white glossy paper bag, on front right vertical name in grey, flat base, serrated cut #  1

TUI fly Germany eu yellow bag with red words: Das kommt mir in die Tüte; on flat base CS with name+logo #  1

TUI fly Germany eu yellow bag with red words: Take it with a smile; on flat base CS with name+logo #  2

TUI fly Germany eu yellow bag with red words: Take it with a smile; on flat base CS with name+logo,no further line below TUIfly.comsmaller #  3

TUI fly Germany eu yellow bag with red words: Take it with a smile; on flat base CS with name+logo,no further line below TUIfly. No com., Writing 8,6 cm high #  5

TUI fly Germany eu yellow glossy paper bag, promotion for dictionary Chef-Deutsch Stromberg, flat base, serrated cut x

Tunisair Tunisia af white paper,name+logo in grey on both sides, no producer in gussets, flat base,serrated cut #  2
Tunisair Tunisia af white paper, logo and name in grey on both sides, vertical wire, flat base, grey star in gussets #  3

Tunisair Tunisia af large white paper bag with red name+logo, on back side producer in red1,5 cm, pointy base #  4

Tunisair Tunisia af white glossy bag, name+logo in grey on both sides 2,5 cm longer than Hecht 2, no producer in gusset, #  8

Tunisair Tunisia af glossy white bag, red print with deer as logo, www.tunisair.com identical on both sides, flat base , serrated cut #  9

Tunisair Tunisia af glossy white bag, red print with deer as logo, www.tunisair.com.tn identical on both sides, flat base , serrated cut # 10

Tunisair Express Tunisia af very glossy long bang size: 26,5x10cm, red brown name+logo+Express in blue, plain back, open gussets #  1

Tunisair Express Tunisia af very glossy long bang size: 26,5x10cm, red brown name+logo+Express in blue, plain back, open gussets, no producer in gussets #  3

Turkish Airlines Turkey as grey paper, name+logo in white on both sides, flat base with grey cover sheet, Papirus Istanbul Tel: (0216)… #  2

Turkish Airlines Turkey as white, name and logo in blue and red on bottom, Papyrus in gusset #  3

Turkish Airlines Turkey as grey with name and logo in white on both sides, white vertical tab, flat base no CS, Papirus in gusset #  4



Turkish Airlines Turkey as grey with small name +logo on both sides, white CS,in gusset TSEK+Papirus Istanbul TEL 3257930+Konya, serrated cut #  5

Turkish Airlines Turkey as grey with small name +logo on both sides, white CS,in gusset TSEK+Papirus Istanbul TEL 3384464+Konya, serrated cut # 10

Turkish Airlines Turkey as light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base, Papyrus in gusset tel0.216-3257930, serrated cut, vertical tab # 15

Turkish Airlines Turkey as light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base, Papyrus in gusset tel0.216-3257930 with www.papirus.com.tr serrated cut, vertical tab # 16

Turkish Airlines Turkey as light beige with light blue+thin letters name+red logo on flat base, Papyrus in gusset tel0.216-3257930 with www.papirus.com.tr serrated cut, vertical tab # 18

Turkish Airlines Turkey as grey with small name +logo on both sides, white CS,in gusset TSEK+Papirus Istanbul TEL 3384464+Konya, serrated cut # 19

Turkish Airlines Turkey as glossy light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base, Papyrus.com.tr in gusset,instr.added, serrated cut, vertical tab # 20

Turkish Airlines Turkey as glossy light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base UPSide down, SZIC com.in gusset,instr.added, serrated cut, vertical tab # 20

Turkish Airlines Turkey as glossy light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base UP, SZIC com.in gusset,instr.added, serrated cut, vertical tab # 23

Turkish Airlines Turkey as glossy paper bag, on front name+logo+A Star Alliance Member, plain back, flat base, prod,Kestro in left gusset, tera off strip # 24

Turkish Airlines Turkey as glossy paper bag, on front name+logo+A Star Alliance Member, plain back, flat base, prod,Kestro  with Kestroair.com in left gusset, tear off strip # 25

Turkish Airlines Turkey as white paper bag, blue Turkish Airlines in two lines, tear off strip, flat base, plain back, straight cut # 28

Turkish Airlines Turkey as light beige with blue name+red logo on flat base, Papyrus AS in gusset tel0.216-3257930, one side instructions in blue  serrated cut, vertical tab

t'way Korea as white paper bag with  red field and white name, in white field ASB in 3 languages, on back 2 vertical tabs, red tear off stripe #  1

Ukraine International Ukraine eu glossy white paper, name+logo in blue+yellow+ blue crosses in right gusset, blue bar top right corner, straight cut #  8

Ukraine International Ukraine eu glossy white paper, name+logo in blue+yellow+ blue crosses on both sides # 4

Uni Air Taiwan as white glossy bag,low green bar with name on both sides,higher right sides red bar,zig-zag cut,Disposal Bag on front, serrated cut #  1

United Airlines USA am grey stiff bag, adhesive strip with red letters, plain white rear, flat base with white cover sheet #  5

United Airlines USA am grey with white information, no indication of United, wire on top #  6

United Airlines USA am grey stiff bag, no name+no logo, black inform.on front, adhesive tape with instructions letters not bold, flat base #  9

United Airlines USA am grey stiff bag, horiz.wire, white plain rear,like Hecht 6 but no recycling paper symbol,lateral tab is attached to the front # 14a

United Airlines USA am deep blue paper bag, no name+logo, both sides small letters with inform text use clip… 4,6 cm., flat base with CS, verical tab,  straight cut # 19

United Airways Bangladesh as very glossy in pink and red bag with name in low left corner, identical on both sides, flat base #  2

United Nations Interim ForceLebanon as white paper with globe + laurel wreath (UN- Symbol) on both sides, flat base, straight cut #  1

Varig Brazil am white glossy bag, logo and name in blue and brown, compass card in grey, #  4a

Varig Brazil am white glossy bag, instr.in blue, blue-white-black windrose,prod.aACS in left gusset, name Varig in black, straight cut #  6

VASCO Vietnam Air ServicesVietnam as white and blue paper bag, logo+name in middle tidy man, plain back, open gussets with producer in right, blue tear off strip,  #  1

Vietjet Air.com Vietnam as red paper bag with name+instr.prod.right gusset, open gussets, #  1

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as brown craft paper, blue printing with Hang Khong Vietnam, plaine, plain back, pointy base, large size #  6

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as white+blue paper bag, on top+bottom blue strip, on front side name+logo+vertical tab+ Recycling logo, tear off strip, prod.Aviation printing in right gusset # 16

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as white+blue paper bag, on top+bottom blue strip, on front side name+logo+vertical tab+ Recycling logo,English+first fold second foldtear off strip, prod.Aviation printing in right gusset# 17

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as wie # 17 aber tel.# plus 3 , distance between arrows just 8,1cmwhite+blue paper bag, on top+bottom blue strip, on front side name+logo+vertical tab+ Recycling logo,English+first fold second foldtear off strip, prod.Aviation printing in right gusset# 21

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as white+blue paper bag, on both half sides aeroplane numbers like A350, open gussets with pro.in right one, adhesive tape on back # 23

Vietnam Airlines Vietnam as white+blue paper bag, on both half sides aeroplane numbers like A350, open gussets with pro.in right one plus blue cross, adhesive tape on back # 24

Virgin UK eu white bag,logo+name in red on front side, pointy base,like Hecht 8 but 25,3x11,8 cm, thumbhole #  9

Virgin UK eu white paper bag,logo+name in red with red+grey lines on both sides, flat base,red star 9 cm from bottom in gussets,serrated cut # 13

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white with blue+red logo+name on lower front side,  but pointy base #  1

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white glossy bag with smaller blue+red logo+name on lower front side,   pointy base,straight cut, plain rear # 14

Virgin Atlantic UK eu red paper with cubana cigarre Cuba twice a week, plain backside x

Virgin Atlantic UK eu red paper with guru daily to Dehli and Mumbai, plain backside x

Virgin Atlantic UK eu

Virgin Atlantic UK eu

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white paper, Star Wars III on front,back: Know your lightsaber

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white paper, Star Wars III on front,back:Seating Iedi and SITH

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white paper, Star Wars III on front,back: The Art of Jedi Combat

Virgin Atlantic UK eu white paper, Star Wars III on front,back: Lightsaber Etiquette

Virgin Express Belgium eu white paper bag, name+logo in black+red on both sides, star in both gussets #  1

Virgin Express Belgium eu white glossy bag, name+logo in black+red on both sides, star in both gussets #  2

VIVA Air Spain eu white glossy bag, blue name and logo on front side, lateral tab, plain rear, straight cut, logo of manufacturer in right gusset,flat base CS #  1

Volar Spain eu white plastic, blue logo on front side, no name, #  1

Vueling Spain eu paper bag on front with yellow+black print, try to find the matching pairs, on back instr.and explainations, upside down, open gussets #  7



Wataniya Airways Kuwait as white paper bag, purple logo left high corner, name with webaddress small low left corner, plain back, flat base, vertical tab, serrated cut #  1

Webjet Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag, front side logo+name in green,instr.in black+ prod.JAVA right low corner,plain rear, pull strings, #  2

Webjet Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag, front side logo+name in green,instr.in black+ prod.Supply+logo+tel# right low corner,plain rear, pull strings, #  3

Webjet Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag, front side logo+name in green, no green circle in front of name,instr.in black+ prod.Supply+logo+tel# right low corner,plain rear, pull strings, #  5

Webjet Linhas Aereas Brazil am white plastic bag, front side logo+name in green,instr.in black+ prod.Supply+logo+tel# right low corner,plain rear, pull strings, #  6

White Airline Portugal eu white plastic bag, name in grey on front side, instr.on back, paper adhesive tape on top #  1

White Eagle Aviation Poland eu white paper, name and logo in blue on both sides #  1

Wideroe Norway eu front, lighter blue and god bedring, rear deeper blue with uff da, flat base,tear off strip, size 12,4x23,7 #  4

Wideroe Norway eu white+ green glossy paper bag with logo on both sides in low right corner,Om?and if?,pointy base, larger size 17x26 cm x

Wind Jet Italy eu white glossy bag with name+logo in deep blue+orange on front side, pointy bottom #  1

Wings Air Indonesia as red/white glossy paper, name+logo in white on red ground, Fly is cheap #  1

Worldways Canada am light blue bag,on both sides 2x name+globes with W,flat base with white CS,lateral tab, white gussets, very glossy #  1

Xiamen Airlines China as white bag,glossy,  blue name+logo+stripes on front side, manuf.in gusset, tel-5739796-7 #  5

Xiamen Airlines China as white paper bag, blue name+logo+instr.+ornaments, tear off strip in blue+white airplane, plain back with blue bar, open gussets, #  7
Xiamen Airlines China as white paper bag, blue name+logo+instr.+ornaments, tear off strip in blue+white airplane plus explainations, plain back with blue bar, open gussets, #  8

Xiamen Airlines China as white paper bang, blue name+logo+instr.in middle of bag, blue areas on lower part, plain back with blue bar low, open gussets, tear of strip # 10

Xiamen Airlines China as like # 10 but Sky Team logo 0,9 cmwhite paper bang, blue name+logo+instr.in middle of bag, blue areas on lower part, plain back with blue bar low, open gussets, tear of strip# 11

Xiamen Airlines China as like # 10 but Sky Team logo 0,9 cmwhite paper bag, blue name+logo+instr.in middle of bag, blue areas on lower part, plain back with no  blue bar low, open gussets, tear of strip# 11a

XL Airways France France eu like Hecht # 1 but glossy, on top XL in blue + Airways France in black, identical both sides, open gussets #  2

XL Airways France France eu glossyy white paper bag, on top blue XL+ Airways France in blue, no explainantions, no tear off strip #  3

XL. Airways Germany eu glossy white bag, on front XL in blue with white dot in base of L, pointy base, straight cut #  4

XL. Airways UK eu white paper, name XL.com in blue on front side, pointy bottom, plain rear, straight cut #  2

Yangon Airways Myanmar as brown with plastic inliner, red elephant and name on front side, size 26,0x16cm #  2

Yangon Airways Myanmar as white paper bag, yangon in red airways in black, logo is elefant in yellow circle in a red+green square, green+red waves, identical on both sides #  5

Yangon Airways Mynamar as yellow sandy coloured  paper with blue name+red elephant on front side, plastic bag inside, size 16,2x25,8 cm #  2a

Yemenia Yemen as white paper, name+logo in grey on front, instr.in red on both sides, flat base #  1

Yemenia Yemen as white paper,on both sides blue name+logo in blue+red. instr.in red,flat base, 0,7cm star in both gussets #  3

Yemenia Yemen as white paper,on both sides blue name+logo in blue+red. instr.in red,flat base, prod.-logo 2 circles in right gusset #  6

Yeti Airlines Nepal as white paper, on back puking woman on front instruc.+pictures all in green+ gold lines, lateral tab,flat base with CS,straight cut,Rajesh Printers #  5

ZIP Canada am white bag,name+star+yuk in green on both sides, horizontal wire, flat base with coversheet #  1

ZZ Airfield Show Switzerland eu red+white bag airfield show Altenrhein 05 on front, on rear the program of the show x

ZZ Boat China as white plastic bag with light blue printing, Chinese letters, in cycle person throwing a can in a bin x

ZZ Boat  Naviera Armas Spain eu white paper with red Naviera Armas+flag on front side, plain back with vertical tab, serrated cut, flat base

ZZ Boat  Naviera Armas Spain eu white paper with grey Naviera+ Spuckbeutel in 4 languages+red Armas+on both sides,  flat base with producer, strong serrated cut

ZZ Boat Balearia Spain eu plastic bag with green printing Balearia Sea Sickness Bag plus information, identical on both sides

ZZ Boat Far East Jetfoils China as glossy white paper bag with red printing, identical on both sides, ACS-logo on flat base, red tear off strip,serrated cut Kelly  3

ZZ Boat First Ferry Hong Kong as white paper bag, on front violet name in English and Chinese, on top black vomiot bag with vertical covered tab, plain back, flat base

ZZ Boat Hoover Speed UK eu glossy white bag, blue Hoover red Speed, instr.in blue+red, plain back, flat base with CS, serrated cut #  1

ZZ Boat Hoverspeed UK eu glossy paper bag, name+logo+inst.in blue+red on front, plain back, size 12,3x22,6cm, prod.WKT right gusset,straight cut Kelly 3

ZZ Boat Jadrolinija Yugoslavia eu stiff white paper bag, printing in blue with name+large logo, flat base with cover sheet. #  1

ZZ Boat Nordic Ferries Denmark eu Nordic Ferry Services, white paper bag, map with destinations on front, on back 10 instr.,flat base, serrated cut #  1

ZZ Boat Nordic Ferries Denmark eu Nordic Ferry Services, white paper bag, map with destinations on front, on back 10 instr.,flat base, serrated cut

ZZ Boat Scandinavian SeawaysDanemark eu blue paper bag with white boat with sea, moon and stars, pointy base, on back white with prod.Duni #  3

ZZ Boat Scandinavian SeawaysDanemark eu blue paper bag with white boat with sea, moon and stars, pointy base, on back white with prod.Duni Kelly x

ZZ Boat Scandinavian SeawaysDanemark eu blue paper bag with white boat with sea, moon and stars, pointy base, on back white with no producer at all x

ZZ Boat Sealink UK eu tall white glossy paper bag, blue Sealink, pointy base, straight cut Kelly 3

ZZ Boat Sealink British Ferries UK eu white glossy paper bag, size: 11,5x 28,5 cm, 2 vertical blue lines+ name with logo, plain back, pointy base, #  8

ZZ Boat Shenzhen China as white paper bag like China Southern but Seasickness+man with basket for waste disposal x

ZZ Boat Trasmapi Spain eu Trasmapi, white glossy bag with blue name+dstinations, pointy base, straight cut

ZZ Boat Turbo Jet China as white glossy paper on front red name+logo+ Please protect your enviroment, flat base, on back vertical tab #  6

ZZ Boat Turbo Jet China as same as above, but flat bottom



ZZ Boat TurboJet Macau as gloosy white paper bag, on front red name+logo, on back vertical tab, tear off stripe, flat base #  5

ZZ Boat Virtu Ferries dark blue bag, Virtu Ferries+logo in white on front side, blue back with vertical tab, serrated cut, flat base in white 

ZZ Boat Virtu Ferries dark blue bag, Virtu Ferries+logo in white on front side, blue back with lateral tab, serrated cut, flat base in white 

ZZ Bus Germany eu blue and white plastiv bag with strings, Plus für Bus, identical on both sides, low right corner circle with umweltverträglich Kelly Design 1

ZZ Bus flibco Germany eu white paper bag, on front pukometter in English, plain back, on flat base name flibco.com in green , serrated cut #  1

ZZ Generic Germany eu glossy, deep blue bag in 4 languages plus sanitary+boat+bus+areoplane, in one gusset T.O.P. 28853 Syke #  2

ZZ Generic Germany eu light blue+white, in black Sickness bag+Spuckbeutel+Sac vomitoire, identical on both sides, star on flat base # 3

ZZ Generic Netherland eu white,grey printing larger air sickness bag +smaller words in 4 languages, small star #  2

ZZ Generic Netherland eu white,on both sides grey printing larger air sickness bag +smaller words in 4 languages in black, small star  in gussets, zig zag cut #  2

ZZ Generic Norway eu white and deep blue paper bag with inner aluminium coating, Reisesykepose on front, plain back, pointy base

ZZ Generic Turkey as blue bag, both sides plane,ship+bus+sickness bag in white,flat base,blue coversheet,Papirus Istanbul in gusset #  4.1

ZZ Generic Turkey as like Hecht#5 but pink bag with pink coversheet at base, plane+ship+bus+instr.in white both sides, papirus in left guset #  5

ZZ Generic Turkey as red bag with red coversheet at base, plane+ship+bus+instr.in white both sides, papirus #  5

ZZ Generic Turkey as grey glossy paper bag, Sickness bag very often but just 3 languages+ one plane, flat base, right gusset Günther ACS D-28295 Bremen #  5.2

ZZ Generic Turkey as grey glossy paper bag, Sickness bag very often but just 3 languages+ one plane, flat base, right gusset Günther ACS 28295 Bremen #  5x

ZZ Generic Turkey as grey glossy paper bag, Sickness bag very often but just 3 languages+ one plane, flat base, right gusset Günther ACS D-2800Bremen 45 #  5x

ZZ Generic Turkey as dark blue bag, both sides plane,ship+bus+sickness bag in white,flat base,blue coversh x

ZZ Generic Turkey as  blue glossy bag, plane-ship-bus, identical on both sides, flat base +white cover sheet, in one gusset Papirus +Istanbul x

ZZ Generic Ukraine eu glossy white paper, on front Air Sickness Bag, on back paperbags Ltd. pointy base x

ZZ Generic USA am white paper bag with grey print, writing in Spanish+English, grey tear off strip, open gussets, 

ZZ Generic blue bag on both sides lines with Sickness bag in 4 languages and on each line ship or plane or truck or pharmacy, TOP in gusset #  6

ZZ Generic white paper, flat base, zig-zag cut, vertical wire x

ZZ Generic white thin gloosy bag, pointy base, zig-zag cut x

ZZ Generic eu white bag with blue Sea-Sickness Bag in English+French on both sides, flat base x

ZZ Generic white paper bag,inst.in English+French+Japanese, plus Sea Sick Bag in 5 languages in blue on both sides, flat base with CS, zig zag cut x

ZZ Generic white paper bag, on front side Nach Gebrauch schließen u.s.w + in English+French, lateral tabs, flat base with CS, zig-zag cut x

ZZ Generic white glossy bag, on front side  SAC A VOMI printed vertical on left side, at bottom 5 pict.in circles, on flat base www.saavomi.com x

ZZ Generic white paper bag,inst.in English+French+Japanese, plus Sea Sick Bag in 5 languages in blue on both sides, flat base with CS, zig zag cut x

ZZ Generic white paper bag, on front side Nach Gebrauch schließen u.s.w + in English+French, lateral tabs, flat base with CS, zig-zag cut x

ZZ Generic white glossy bag, on front side  SAC A VOMI printed vertical on left side, at bottom 5 pict.in circles, on flat base www.saavomi.com x

ZZ Generic white paper,on front side blue vertical lines formed to an arrow to the bottom, Bei Übelkeit in 3 languages,lateral tabs, flat base with CS x

ZZ Generic white paper bag, on front side in black Spuckbeutel and below Sickness bag, on back vertical tab, flat base, serrated cut x

ZZ Generic white paper bag, in blue Abfall.Waste.Dechets, flat base, serrated cut

ZZ- Generic Japan as large thin plastic bag  with printing in light blue, on top tidy man in circle, lower in frame instructions #  8

ZZ Misc. Belgium eu Airworld Desigh museum Gent in blue+grey on front side, on back information, serrated cut

ZZ Miscellaneous Germany eu white bag with blue vertical bar left side with pictures, Smart Mom Sak in black bar on top , back lot of instr.in yellow field,flat base+CS x

ZZ Miscellaneous Germany eu black paper bag, white jackass on front, on back warning, ab 28. Oktober im Kino

ZZ Miscellaneous USA am Obama Barf Bag print on front side of white paper bag, plain back, open gussets, lateral tab #  1

ZZ- Miscellaneous Germany eu white+orange paper bag, FLYER Kummerkasten, identical both sides, flat base, serrated cut #  1

ZZ Railway China as white paper bag, blue logo+grey letters CRH China Railway High-Speed, identical on both sides, open gussets Airsickness bag Kelly design 3

ZZ Railway China as light pink glossy bag, blue logo+grey letters CRH identical on both sides, open gussets Cleaning Bag,prod.in both gussets x

ZZ Railway CRH China as light pink glossy bag, blue logo+grey letters CRH China Railway High-Speed, identical on both sides, open gussets x

ZZ Train CRH China as glossy bag, blue logo+grey letters CRH China Railway High-Speed, identical on both sides, open gussets with producer,sanitary bags #  4

ZZ Train CRH China as glossy bag, blue logo+grey letters CRH China Railway High-Speed, identical on both sides, open gussets with producer,sanitary bags

ZZ Train NSB Norway eu white paper bag, on front  Uff, da with smiley+bag,on back low middle NSB in red, open gussets, strong serrated cut x

zzz New arrivals
Oman Air Oman as white paper bag, name+logo in gold+silver, identical on both sides, flat base, on base ZIBO Rainbow logo, serrated cut # 11

Eurowings Germany eu very glossy paper with name+ logo high, in the middle Schon ok… with English translation, below grey aeroplanes, identical both sides, flat base #  4

Alitalia Italy eu white paperbag with green and smaller red square, Air One and Alitalia in green square, on back logo Alitalia, flat base no adver.there # 29



People's Viennaline Austria eu glossy paper, blue print with aeroplane, name in upper right corner, Auch schlechte Zeiten gehen vorbei, identical both sides, flat base,star #  1

Skymark Airlines Japan as paper bag in deep blue, on front name+ logo+website+ aeroplane, on back website+ logo, white tear off strip, open gussets #  6

West Air China as glossy paper with purple printing on both sides, on front name+logo+instructions, on back a waves+symbol low rigfht corner, name in open gussets #  1

Finnaviation Finland eu glossy bag, puking elk in blue on front side, plain back with stenqvist on bottom, pointy bottom, thumbhole, straight cut,Stenqvist 349 #  2

ZZ Boat DP Green Vietnam as white paper bag with green print, on front name+logo, on back green lines with tidy man, open gussets with producer, #  1

Spring Airlines China as white paper with green printing, no name but logo + website,  in text 0 is oval, plain back, open gussets tear off strip #  4

TAM Brazil am plastic, no name.no logo, prod. Inside, white horiz. sep. of red and silver-grey, instruct. in white, white wave in red field,round corners with pull stings # 22

IBEX Airlines Japan as pink paper bag, name in English+Japanese on front, pink back, open gussets, tear off strip #  1

TAM Brazil am milky plastic, lightgrey vertical area on left,filled with red+blue arrows,rlike #1 but text Para… 9cm not 8,5 cm long #  8

TAM Brazil am red+silver plastic bag, text in Portuguese with no space character, first line 6,9cm,  white waves in red part space between red+silver part, # 27

TAM Brazil am plastic bag in red, white line between 2 fields, field with white lines, at top round corners, prod. Poliemb… inside bag # 32

Varig Brazil am white glossy bag, logo and name in blue and brown, compass card in grey, # 34


